NOTICE AND AGENDA
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR WORKSHOP
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, 120 108TH AVE, TREASURE ISLAND, FL 33706
MARCH 7, 2017
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE COMMISSION MEETING
Welcome to the City of Treasure Island Commission Workshop. If you wish to speak on a topic which is on today’s agenda, a
speaker’s form [available in the rear of the room] must be completed and given to the City Clerk. Please do not address the
Commission from your seat, but rather from the podium where your comments can be heard by all and recorded as required by
Florida law. Unscheduled topics may be presented under the Public Comments section of the agenda.

I.

DISCUSSION
1. Consideration of Res. 17-29, Request from Sid Rice to Amend the Suncoast Kingfish Classic
Contract
2. Consideration of Res. 17-27, Sand Runners LLC Request for Non-Exclusive License Agreement
to Provide a Beach Gear Valet Service
3. Consideration of Res. 17-33, Parking Revision at Sunset Inn on West Gulf Boulevard
4. Consideration of Res. 17-31, Request for a Code Enforcement Lien Reduction for 13 Treasure
Lane

II. OLD BUSINESS
III. CITY MANAGER AND CITY ATTORNEY REPORT
IV. CITY COMMISSION REPORTS
V. PUBLIC COMMENT
VI. ADJOURN

Any person desiring to file an appeal to any action taken by the Commission at this meeting will need a record of the proceedings
and for such purpose may be required to insure that a verbatim transcript is made. Said transcript shall be made by the appellant at
his or her expense. Therefore, you may wish to provide a court reporter at your expense.
Any person with a disability who needs any accommodation in order to participate in this proceeding is entitled to assistance at no
cost. Please contact the office of the City Clerk in writing at 120 108th Avenue, Treasure Island, FL 33706 or by phone at 727-5474575 at least two working days prior to the meeting to advise what assistance is needed.

City of Treasure Island, Florida
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
March 7, 2017

Item No. I. 1.

DATE:

February 27, 2017

TO:

Reid Silverboard, City Manager

FROM:

Cathy Hayduke, Parks and Recreation Director

SUBJECT:

Res. 17-29, Request from Sid Rice to Amend the Suncoast Kingfish Classic Contract

DISCUSSION:
Sid Rice is requesting consideration of the City Commission to amend the Suncoast Kingfish Classic Contract,
which the Commission entered into a five (5) year contract on March 22, 2016. Mr. Rice is requesting that the
Commission amend the contract to:
1.

2.

3.

Waive the cost for the garbage disposal fee to empty two City dumpsters at a fee of approximately
$30 per service. The City pays the expenses related to the drop off of two dumpsters at the event
site for a cost of $20.00, the pickup of two dumpsters from the event site for a total of $20.00 and
the use of two additional city dumpsters at the event site. (Article 4, Section 3)
Waive the cost for off-duty Treasure Island Police Officers that are required per the contract. The
event’s organizer is required to hire one off-duty Treasure Island Police Office for the Weigh-In
and Award’s Ceremony for the hours as determined by the Police Chief or his designee. (Article 5,
Number 21)
Allow Suncoast Kingfish Classic to erect a banner at the Treasure Island Causeway, corner spot
west of the Causeway bridge entering the downtown district on the right-hand side at the location
where the annual Sanding Ovations banner is erected. The Suncoast Kingfish Classic will provide
the banner but request that the fee for city staff to install the banner by waived.

Mr. Rice is requesting the above fees be waived so that the Suncoast Kingfish Classic can allocate more money to its
designated charity Ready for Life, Inc.
The dumping cost for two 3-yard dumpsters was $60.00, which included two dumps at $15 per dump for each
dumpster. The cost was the same for both the April and October tournaments.
The Treasure Island Police Department personnel costs for the April 2016 tournament was $1,137.50 for 22.75
hours @ $50 per hour and the October 2016 cost was $750 for 15 hours @ $50 per hour.
The location request for the banner is not a typical location for displaying banners. The City of Treasure Island
utilizes that location and a location at Gulf Front Park only for its signature event, Sanding Ovations. The street
banner location as outlined in the banner application is over traffic at 107th Avenue approximately 50 feet east of
Gulf Boulevard. However, this location is no longer feasible as with minimal winds the banner blows putting
pressure on the wire causing it to snap. The City has not hung banners in this location for approximately two years.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff is not recommending that the City Commission approve the request from Mr. Sid Rice to amend the Suncoast
Kingfish Classic Contract to waive the dumping fees or personnel costs for the police department as required by the
contract between the City and the Suncoast Kingfish Classic. The costs for the dumping fees and personnel costs are
unbudgeted and should not be subsidized by the taxpayers.
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Staff recommends that the Suncoast Kingfish Classic be permitted to utilize the 4’x8’ signboard on the Treasure
Island Causeway to advertise its tournaments at no cost. Suncoast Kingfish Classic will be responsible for
purchasing the sign, delivering to and from the public works department for installation and for the storage of the
sign.

Res. 17-29, Request to Amend the Suncoast Kingfish Classic Contract cover memo workshop 3-7-17
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Cathy Hayduke
Recreation Director
City of Treasure Island

1.1.a

February 20, 2017

120 108th Ave.
Treasure Island, Fl 33706
Dear Cathy,
This letter is to follow up my phone call to request a consideration of the City
Commission to amend the 5-year contract agreement that Suncoast Kingfish
Classic, LLC has with the city. Please place us on the next meeting of the
commission with our request is as follows:
1. Remove the charge of additional dumpsters and pick up fee.
2. Remove any charges for additional off duty T.I.P.D. that we use. This
normally never exceeds a total of 3 officers with 3 shifts
3. Allow us to use the signage location on the corner spot just west of the
causeway bridge entering the downtown district on the right-hand side. We
will supply the banner for placement.
By doing this it allows us better signage for the event for public view and to give
more to our designated charity Ready For Life, Inc. (RFL). I have enclosed a letter
from them stating the amount of money that we raised this last Fall. In addition,
our previous beneficiary Northwest Youth Baseball League received over
$10,000.00 in our Fall 2015 and Spring 2016 tournament.
We appreciate any consideration by the commission to approve this request
to amend our contract. Since the last time we came before the City Commission
we have added a hugely successful Paddleboard Poker Run that meanders along
the waterfront of Key Capri. A great family event that we hold on our lay day
Friday. We have had over 150 participants so far.
Now in our 26th year here in Treasure Island we are proud to still hold the title of
the longest continuously running Kingfish Tournament on the west coast of
Florida. Our tournament attracts residents and tourists to our beautiful island. We
appreciate the involvement from the city over the past 25 years and hope that it
continues.
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Ready for Life
Changing Lives Beyond Foster Cere

We are excited to announce that Suncoast Kingfish Classic Tournaments will be supporting
Ready For Life, Inc. (RFL) again this year! Thank you Suncoast Kingfish Classic Tournaments
for selecting Ready For Life as your charity recipient this year. Your support will help create an
extraordinary difference in some resilient young lives!
Did you know that one in five youth exiting foster care will end up homeless in the first
year on their own? Youth exiting foster care do not always have the tools they need to succeed,
and can face an uphill climb without a support network to catch them when they fall... that's
where Ready For Life comes in. Just about anything you'd do for your own children is
what's happening at RFL each day.
Ready For Life is a 501(c)(3) dedicated to helping youth exiting foster care to make a
successful transition to adulthood. In a unique, family-like community structure our programs
have been designed to fill in each youth's individual life skill & learning gaps while removing
barriers that keep them from succeeding. Featured programs include:
• Adult Mentoring Program
• Hope House Homes for Homeless Youth
• On Site Pinellas Co. GED Adult Learning Center
• Mommy & Me Support Group & Activities
• Boyz to Men Support & Activities
• U-PASS Buss Passes to ride the buses in Pinellas County
• Career Certification, Coaching & Networking
• Driving Lessons
• Emergency Food and Medical Support
Our Generational Impact: At RFL we've touched the lives of 425 young adults in Pinellas
County and 98 of their children (the kids of "our kids") who are being successfully parented!
These little ones are riot entering the system that raised their parents (and in many cases they
are the first in several generations to not enter the system). Ready For Life youth are breaking
the cycles thanks to our vast network of volunteers, mentors and supporters.
Please visit our website or contact our Director of Community Development Michelle Walag for
more information (MWalag@readyforlifepinellas.org). We'd love to have you join the fun at RFL
in a community woven together to create a literal safety net of support to help these resilient
young adults exit foster care and make a successful transition to adulthood.
Sincerely,
Kathy Mize-Plummer, CEO Ready For Life, Inc.
4000 Gateway Centre Blvd Suite 200 Pinellas Park, FL 33782
www.readyforlifepinellas.org
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February 6, 2017

Suncoast Kingfish Classic
12781 Kingfish Dr.
Treasure Island, FL 33706
To the Suncoast Kingfish Classic Partners:
Thank you for your generous support last year. You may have heard us say, it takes a LOT of arms to wrap support around
the youth exiting foster care whom we serve, and we are grateful to have you with us on this amazing journey.
Your help has made a tremendous impact on the young lives of those exiting foster care in Pinellas County. Below is a list of
your contributions to our organization from last year's Fall fishing tournament.
Date

Gift Amount

Type of Gift

10/2/16
10/24/16

$2,010.50
$2,962.00

Check
Cash at Event

12/2/16

$5,989.50

Check

We thank you for your support and look forward to working with you again this year!

Sincerely,

Kathy Mize Plummer, CEO
Ready For Life, Inc.

A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF
CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE (800-435-7352) WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY
ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE REGISTRATION NUMBER 26-4032979. RFL SOLICITS 100%
OF ITS CONTRIBUTIONS AND DOES NOT CONTRACT PROFESSINAL SOLICITORS.

Ready For Life, Inc.
Mailing Address: 4000 Gateway Centre Blvd., Suite 200, Pinellas Park, FL 33782
Phone: 727-954-3989
Website: www.readyforllfepinellas.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

King Gator <kinggatorti@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 21, 2017 1:49 PM
Hayduke, Cathy
Letter to commission for additional concessions
SKC City T.I. Ltr 2.20.17.pdf

Cathy,
Please see attached letter and documents related to our donations
requesting of the city some additional concessions. These are just small
things but every little bit helps. Just an FYI Madeira Beach picks a huge
amount of expenses in behalf of the Old Salt Club King of the Beach
every year.
Thanks for your help
Sincerely,
Sid

1
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Hayduke, Cathy

RESOLU TION NO 16-21,
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
TREASURE ISLAND APPROVING THE REQUEST FROM SUNCOAST
KINGFISH CLASSIC, LLC AND MARLIN CONSULTING GROUP, LLC
TO PROVIDE AN ADDENDUM TO RESOLUTIONS 14-89 AND 15-10 IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE 25TH SILVER ANNIVERSARY ANNUAL
SUNCOAST KINGFISH CLASSIC YAMAHA/CENTRAL MARINE
FISHING TOURNMENT FROM APRIL 7-9, 2016; AND PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the 25Ih Silver Anniversary Annual Suncoast Kingfish Classic Yamaha/Central Marine
Fishing Tournament is scheduled from April 7-9,2016 at the John's Pass Marina located at 12795 Kingfish
Drive; and
WHEREAS, the City Commission through Resolutions 14-89 and 15-10 has approve the annual Spring
and Fall Fishing Tournaments; and
WHEREAS, Ryan Farner, Tournament Director for the Suncoast Kingfish Classic, LLC and Sid Rice of
Marlin Consulting Group, LLC is requesting an addendum to resolutions 14-89 and 15-10 to include an
additional one day event on Friday, April 8, 2016 with activities to include a paddleboard poker run, award
ceremony, live entertainment and food and beverage sales
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND DOES
RESOLVE:
The City Commission authorizes one additional event day and paddleboard poker run to be held on Friday,
April 8,2016 in conjunction with the 25th Silver Anniversary Annual Suncoast Kingfish Classic
Yamaha/Central Marine Fishing Tournament, subject to the following stipulations and Agreement attached
as Exhibit 1:
1. The Commission approves the 25th Silver Anniversary Annual Suncoast Kingfish Classic
Yamaha/Central Marine Fishing Tournament from April 7-9, 2016.
2. All conditions and stipulations as outlined in Resolutions 14-89,15-10 and 16-21 will govern the 25th
Silver Anniversary Annual Suncoast Kingfish Classic Yamaha/Central Marine Fishing Tournament as
well as any and all future fishing tournament, as requested and approved by city commission or staff.
3. The Suncoast Kingfish Classic, LLC and Marlin Consulting Group, LLC will be required to provide a
certificate of liability insurance naming the City of Treasure Island as an additional entity at a level no
less than one million dollars. The certificate of liability insurance shall cover all days and activities
encompassed by the special event beginning with the setup date through the final breakdown of the
event. The Suncoast Kingfish Classic, LLC and Marlin Consulting Group, LLC shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the City of Treasure Island and of the City of Treasure Island's officers,
agents and employees from and against all claims, liability, loss and expense, including reasonable
costs, collection expenses, attorneys' fees and court costs which may arise because of the negligence
(whether active or passive), misconduct, or other fault, in whole or in part (whether joint, concurrent or
contributing), of the Suncoast Kingfish Classic, LLC, and Marlin Consulting Group, LLC its officers,
agents or employees in performance or non-performance of its obligation under Resolutions 14-89, 15
10 and 16-21.
4. The event organizers are required to meet with the Police Chief or his designee to submit the poker run
route, list of participating of establishments and discuss further the details of the paddleboard poker
run.
5. The event responsible parties shall execute the Agreement attached as Exhibit 1.
The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of the City of
Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the 22nd day of March, 2016 by Commissioner Lunn who moved its
adoption; was seconded by Commissioner Keys and upon roll call, the vote was:
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YEAS: Commissioners Lunn, Jefifares, Keys, Collins, and Mayor Minning
NAYS: None
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING: None

Robert Minning, Mayor

ATTEST:

, City Clerk

Res 16-21,25,;' Silver Anniversary Suncoast Kingfish Classic 3-22-16
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§

City of

Florida 33706
Incorporated 1955

Phone (727) 547-4575
Fax (727) 547-4584

120 - 1081'1 Avenue

INVOICE
Gators Kingfish Classic
12781 Kingfish Dr.
Treasure Island, FL 333706
Invoice No: 040916
Invoice Date: 04/13/2016
Due Date: upon receipt

Item Description
22.75 Hours (6) $50.00 per hour

TOTAL DUE

Amount

$1,137.50

$1,137.50

001-115010 (deposit to this account)
001-342100
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e Islant!

CIlV of

U^#l 4J1I I*

Florida 33706
/ncorporatetf ?955

Phone (727) 547-4575
Fax (727) 547-4584

120 - 108th Avenue

INVOICE
Gators Kingfish Classic
12781 Kingfish Dr.
T reasure Island; FL 333706
Invoice No: 102516
Invoice Date: 10/25/16
Due Date: upon receipt

Item Description
15 Hours @ $50.00 per hour

TOTAL DUE

Amount
$750.00

$750.00

* * *** ********* THANK

YOU ****************

JE

001-342100
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND

CONTRACT AND GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR
OPERATION OF SUNCOAST KINGFISH CLASSIC
This AGREEMENT made on thc^ day of Mnrc'.h
. 2016, BETWEEN the
th
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, 120 108 Avenue, Treasure Island, FL 33706 ("CITY") and,
THE SUNCOAST KINGFISH CLASSIC, LLC, a Limited Liability Company, FEI/EIN
Number 46-3606874 (referred to as the "Suncoast Kingfish Classic"), (all parties collectively
referred to as "the parties"), who agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1 - SCOPE OF CONTRACT
The Suncoast Kingfish Classic Fishing Tournaments
The CITY has been authorized by the City Commission of the City of Treasure Island to contract
with the Suncoast Kingfish Classic for the general conditions for operation of the Suncoast
Kingfish Classic Fishing Tournaments (hereinafter the "EVENT") to be held in multiple
locations in the CITY during the dates and times as provided herein.
ARTICLE 2 - TERM AND DATES OF APPLICABILITY
The term of this CONTRACT shall be 5 years. The EVENT is held twice annually in
October/November and April/May. The EVENT is generally held for three days. This
CONTRACT shall govern the Suncoast Kingfish Classic's rights and obligations in connection
with the EVENT from the commencement of EVENT setup to the conclusion of all EVENT
activities, including breakdown. EVENT setup may occur no earlier than 8:00 am on weekend

00632841-2
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day with breakdown being completed by no later than 5:00 pm on week day. Suncoast Kingfish
Classic agrees to provide, at least three months in advance of the EVENT, a site plan and
schedule of the EVENT annually, which shall include set-up dates/times through breakdown of
the EVENT. Any changes or additions to the event activities or extension of event days will
require additional commission approval and an amendment to this contract.
ARTICLE 3 - TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OF THE CONTRACT
1.

Termination bv the EITHER PARTY
Either party to this Contract ("CONTRACT") may terminate the CONTRACT if the
EVENT is cancelled or postponed for any reason. Notice shall be given to the CITY
within twenty-four (24) hours of a decision to cancel or postpone the EVENT. If the
EVENT is rescheduled, this CONTRACT is not applicable to dates other than those
specified in Article 2, unless expressly agreed to in writing by the CITY.

2.

Termination bv CITY
The CITY may terminate the CONTRACT if necessitated by an emergency, as
determined by the CITY.

ARTICLE 4 - OBLIGATIONS OF THE CITY
1.

The Treasure Island Code of Ordinances, Section 46-103 Schedule of Receipt Tax
"Merchants, demonstrators , exhibitors selling merchandise at exhibits or shows, 1 week
only, $40.45 each" is waived for such vendors' participation in the EVENT.

2.

The Treasure Island Code of Ordinances Resolution 14-75, "Fee Schedule for permits
where no work valuation is pertinent shall be based upon a sign fee of $50.00 covering
one inspection" is waived for the installation of one (1) on-site banner displayed at the
EVENT.

3.

The CITY shall pay all expenses related to the drop off of two dumpsters at the EVENT
site (total $20.00), the pick up of two dumpsters from the EVENT site (total $20.00), and
the use of two additional CITY dumpsters on the EVENT site. The cost for the garbage
disposal fee to empty the two CITY dumpsters shall be $30 per service request paid by
The Suncoast Kingfish Classic, which will be invoiced by and paid to the City upon
receipt.

ARTICLE 5 - OBLIGATIONS OF THE SUNCOAST KINGFISH CLASSIC
1.

The Suncoast Kingfish Classic will be required to provide a certificate of liability
insurance as provided in Article 8.

3.

Suncoast Kingfish Classic shall pay for and keep current a Treasure Island Local
Business Tax Receipt for the current fiscal year.

00632844-2

00700-2
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4.

At all times, the EVENT must remain in compliance with the CITY's noise ordinance as
it pertains to the entertainment and amplified sound. All EVENT entertainment will
conclude by 10:00 pm. The EVENT organizer(s) shall be cognizant of the residential
areas surrounding the EVENT area and keep music and amplified sound to a reasonable
level at all times.

5.

The stage in the EVENT area shall face Johns Pass away from the neighboring residential
properties.

6.

Anglers who are coming to the tournament by boat and plan to dock at the Johns Pass
Marina must be in compliance with the CITY's live aboard ordinance. A person may
only occupy a houseboat or other boat equipped for habitation for a period not to exceed
72 hours on the condition that the vessel contains a Coast Guard approved, self-contained
sewage treatment or storage system.

7.

No one may sleep overnight (landside) in the EVENT area.

8.

The private boat ramp in the private parking area shall be blocked off from use during the
EVENT to avoid any wayward drive-offs into the water.

9.

The Suncoast Kingfish Classic shall provide at its costs two (2) port-o-lets for the
EVENT area and is required to keep the port-o-lets stocked and clean throughout the
EVENT.

10.

The Suncoast Kingfish Classic will be required to provide a certificate of liability
insurance naming the City of Treasure Island as an additional insured entity at a level no
less than one million dollars. The certificate of liability insurance shall cover all days
encompassed by the special EVENT beginning with the setup date of through the final
breakdown of the EVENT.

11.

The Suncoast Kingfish Classic must submit a detailed site plan of the EVENT area at
least two weeks prior to the EVENT date to the Recreation Director for approval by the
Community Improvement Director, Building Official, Fire Chief and Police Chief to hold
the EVENT and to indicate the measured distance between the boat displays, cooking
locations and tent setups.

12.

The EVENT organizer shall meet with the Police Chief and Fire Chief or their designees
at least two weeks prior to the EVENT to ensure that there is adequate access for
emergency vehicles in the EVENT area.

13.

The EVENT organizers shall meet with the Police Chief or his designee at least two
weeks prior to the EVENT to submit the Poker Run route and a list of participating
establishments, to discuss the details of the Poker Run

14.

All cooking, grilling, deep frying, etc., by EVENT food vendors should be located on the
site under the review and approval of the Fire Chief or his designee.

15.

The Suncoast Kingfish Classic will be responsible for obtaining the necessary permits
from the CITY's Community Improvement Department for the installation of tents larger
than 10 feet x 10 feet.

16.

Throughout the EVENT and at the conclusion of each day's EVENT, the EVENT area
including all parking areas must be cleaned and free from trash and debris.

C06J2844-2
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17.

No boat/trailer parking except for the boats on display shall occur in the private parking
areas on the east side of Gulf Boulevard. Nor shall there be any parking of trailers on the
residential streets or street ends in the neighborhood.

18.

Any electric installation, whether temporary or permanent, shall be permitted and
installed by a licensed electrical contractor, and inspected by the City of Treasure Island
Building Division prior to use.

19.

The EVENT organizer(s) and property owners will be responsible for any CITY and
State requirements for the sale of alcoholic beverages as it pertains to the EVENT area
and surrounding licensed businesses.

20.

The EVENT organizer estimates that there are 320 parking spaces available on the east
side of Gulf Boulevard and approximately 90 parking spaces on the west side of Gulf
Boulevard. Employees and vendors shall park their vehicles and/or trailers on the west
side of Gulf Boulevard. All areas on the east side of Gulf Boulevard will be available for
tournament participants and customers of Gators on the Pass and John's Pass Marina.
The Suncoast Kingfish Classic will be responsible for advertising the location of the
designated parking areas in all EVENT press releases, fliers and/or websites. No
tournament parking will be directed to public streets.

21.

An off-duty Police Officer for the Captain's Meeting will not be required with the
understanding that should the Police Department determine the need for police assistance
for traffic or crowd control due to larger than anticipated crowds that the EVENT
organizer(s) be responsible for payment of the Officer(s) at the current required off-duty
detail rate. The EVENT organizer(s) will be required to hire one off-duty Treasure Island
Police Officer for the Weight-In and Award's Ceremony for the hours as determined by
the Police Chief or his designee. The Suncoast Kingfish Classic is required to schedule
and have approved off-duty detail a minimum of twenty-one (21) days prior to the event.
For any reason there are changes to the off-duty detail, The Suncoast Kingfish Classic
must cancel the detail within forty-eight (48) hours of the event or The Suncoast Kingfish
Classic will be liable for all costs as agreed upon.

22.

The Suncoast Kingfish Classic will be responsible for providing security overnight in the
EVENT area.

23.

The EVENT organizers, vendors, performers and EVENT participants must adhere to
and comply with all City Ordinances. The Suncoast Kingfish Classic shall be responsible
for ensuring the provisions of this Contract are complied with and not violated by
EVENT organizers, vendors, performs and EVENT participants.
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ARTICLE 6 - INJURY OR DAMAGE TO PERSONS OR PROPERTY
If any party to the CONTRACT suffers injury or damage to person or property because of an act
or omission of the other party, of any of the other party's employees or agents, or for others
whose acts such party is legally liable; written notice of such injury or damage, whether or not
insured, shall be given to the other party within a reasonable amount of time not exceeding 21
days after first observance. The notice shall provide sufficient detail to enable the other party to
investigate the matter.
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ARTICLE 7 - COMPLIANCE
Compliance with Federal, State, and Local Laws. Ordinances, and Regulations
The Suncoast Kingfish Classic agrees to comply with all applicable Federal, State, and local
laws, regulations, and ordinances, including, but not limited to, the following:
• Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
• Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as amended by the Equal Employment
Opportunity that prohibits discrimination in employment.
• Age Discrimination Act of 1973
• Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act.
• Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act prohibiting discrimination in the
employment of the handicapped.
• Fair Labor Standards Act.
• Chapter 112, Florida Statutes, prohibiting conflicts of interest in the procurement
of contracts with a governmental agency.
• Chapter 119.0701, Florida Statutes, maintenance of public records as applicable.
ARTICLE 8 - INDEMNIFICATION, INSURANCE AND BONDS
1.

Indemnification
Suncoast Kingfish Classic shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the CITY and
officers, agents and employees of the CITY from and against all claims, liability, loss and
expense, including reasonable costs, collection expenses, attorneys' fees and court costs
arising out of the negligence (whether active or passive), misconduct, or other fault, in
whole or in part (whether concurring or contributory) of the SUNCOAST KINGFISH
CLASSIC, LLC, or the officers, agents, independent contractors or employees of the
SUNCOAST KINGFISH CLASSIC, LLC, in the performance of or non-performance of
their respective obligations under CITY resolutions 14-89 and 15-10 and this
CONTRACT; copies of which are attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
Such obligation shall not be construed to negate, abridge, or otherwise reduce any other
right or obligation of indemnity which would otherwise exist as to any party or person
described in this Section. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as a waiver of any
immunity from or limitation of liability the CITY may have under this doctrine of
sovereign immunity or Section 768.28, Florida Statutes. The Suncoast Kingfish Classics'
obligations under this Article shall not include or extend to the liability of any CITY
employee. This provision shall survive termination or expiration of this Contract.

2.

006328+4-2

Certificate of Insurance
The CITY shall be furnished proof of insurance coverage as follows:
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• A policy naming the City of Treasure Island as an additional insured entity at a
level no less than one million dollars ($1,000,000);
• The name of the insurer, the number of the policy, its effective date, and its
termination date;
• Statement that the insurer will mail notice to the CITY at five (5) days prior to
any material changes in provisions, cancellation, renewal, or non-renewal of the
policy; and
• Certification of Insurance shall be in the form as approved by the CITY and such
Certificate shall clearly state all the coverage's required in this Article.
ARTICLE 9 - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
1.

Governing Law and Venue
This CONTRACT shall be governed by the laws of the State of Florida. Venue for the
purposes of any suit, action, or other preceding arising out of, or relating to, this
CONTRACT shall be solely within the Sixth Judicial Circuit, in and for Pinellas County,
Florida for state actions and solely in the United States District Court of the Middle
District of Florida, Tampa Division for federal actions.

2.

Written Notice
Written notice shall be deemed to have been duly served if delivered in person to the
individual or a member of the firm or entity or to an officer of the corporation for which
it was intended, or if delivered at or sent by registered or certified mail to the last
business address known to the party giving notice.

4.

Attorneys' Fees and Costs
In the event of any action brought by either party against the other to enforce any of the
obligations hereunder or arising out of any dispute concerning the terms and conditions
hereby created, including any appeals, the losing party shall pay the prevailing party such
reasonable amounts for fees, costs, and expenses, including attorneys' fees, as may be set
by the Court.

6.

Validity. Severability and Reformation
The validity, interpretation, construction, and effect of this CONTRACT shall be in
accordance with and be governed by the laws of the State of Florida. Any provision or
part of this CONTRACT held to be void or unenforceable under any law shall be deemed
stricken, and all remaining provisions shall continue to be valid and binding upon the
parties. The parties agree that this CONTRACT shall be reformed to replace such
stricken provision or part thereof with a valid and enforceable provision which comes as
close as possible to expressing the intention of the stricken provision.

7.

Assignment and Construction of Contract
Any assignment of this CONTRACT, without the CITY'S written consent, shall be void.
The parties agree that in any event of litigation concerning the construction of this
CONTRACT or interpretation of any language used in this CONTRACT, that this

00632844-2
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CONTRACT and any of its provisions shall not be construed against the CITY by virtue
of this CONTRACT having been drafted by the CITY.
8.

Permits
The Suncoast Kingfish Classic is responsible for obtaining any permits necessary to
perform the services of this CONTRACT, at its own expense and prior to such
performance.

9.

Entire Agreement
This CONTRACT embodies the entire CONTRACT of the CITY and the Suncoast
Kingfish Classic. There are no promises, terms, conditions or allegations other than those
contained herein, and this document shall supersede all previous communications,
representations, and/or agreements whether within or verbal between the parties hereto.

10.

Liability
SUNCOAST KINGFISH CLASSIC, LLC, is liable for all obligations under this
CONTRACT.

APPENDIX 1 - DEFINITIONS
Claim - A demand or assertion by one of the parties to the CONTRACT for an adjustment or
interpretation of contract terms, payment of money, extension of time, or other relief with respect
to the terms of the CONTRACT. Claims may also include other disputes between the CITY and
Suncoast Kingfish Classic concerning the manner in which work is being performed.
CONTRACT - The CONTRACT between the CITY and the Suncoast Kingfish Classic as
defined by the Contract Documents.
Day - As referenced in this CONTRACT "Day" includes all calendar days including weekends,
holidays, and days of inclement weather.
CITY -The City of Treasure Island, or the City of Treasure Island's authorized representatives.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have executed the Contract on the day and date first
above written.
CITY: The City of Treasure Island

Reid Silverboard, City Manager
ATTEST:

11

>

Content by:

JennifesGowan, City Attorney
SUN(X)AStj0NGFISH CLASSIC

Title: 0
WITNESS:
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
March 7, 2017

Item I. 2.

DATE:

February 26, 2017

TO:

Reid Silverboard, City Manager

FROM:

Cathy Hayduke, Parks and Recreation Director

SUBJECT:

Res 17-27, Sand Runners LLC Request for Non-Exclusive License Agreement to Provide
A Beach Gear Valet Service

DISCUSSION:
Ryan J. Barca and Spencer S. LaBarbera are requesting permission to enter into a non-exclusive license agreement
with the City to provide a beach gear valet service. Sand Runners LLC is a beach gear valet service that provides
manual transportation of beachgoers supplies from the parking lot or hotel to the beach. Mr. Barca and Mr.
LaBarbera will provide this service by utilizing wagons with pneumatic tires.
Mr. Barca and Mr. LaBarbera initially requested the St. Petersburg Municipal Beach property, which is owned and
operated by the City of St. Petersburg. In meeting with Mr. Barca and Mr. LaBarbera, I suggested that they setup
their operations in Gulf Front Park, at a location approved by city staff, so they could provide service from the
parking lot to the beach. It was also suggested that Sand Runners LLC contact the surrounding hotels within walking
distance from Gulf Front Park to offer their service to hotel management and their guests.
Sand Runners LLC is requesting to operate their beach valet service year-round from 8:00am until sunset on
Wednesday through Sunday.
Sand Runners LLC employees would be permitted to setup a tent or umbrellas, chairs, (2) wagons/carts for valet
service and (2) sandwich board signs at Gulf Front Park for their operations. Sand Runners LLC will be required to
breakdown their equipment each night and store off-site of city property.
Sand Runners LLC will be permitted to set up two sandwich board signs advertising valet service, days and time of
operation and rates. Sand Runners LLC may also advertise in the local businesses with brochures and business cards
as approved by the management. Sand Runners LLC will not be permitted to solicit business from beachgoers or
place fliers on vehicles at Gulf Front Park or on any city property without approval from the City.
Additionally, Sand Runners LLC will be required to obtain a Business Tax License with the City and provide a
Certificate of Insurance naming the City of Treasure Island as an additional insured entity in an amount no less than
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) and to include Commercial General Liability Insurance including Personal and
Advertising Injury; Workers Compensation; Comprehensive Automobile Liability and Umbrellas Liability
insurance.
Sand Runners LLC is proposing that customers pay a fee of either $7.00 for a one-way trip or $12.00 to transport the
beach gear to and from the designated spot on the beach. Staff is proposing that Sand Runners LLC pay a first-year
payment of $1,500.00 to the City in monthly installments of $125.00 plus applicable sales tax. The fee will be
reviewed each contract year and the fee renegotiated if applicable.

Page 1
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Typically, staff would recommend that the beach concession operation be sent out for bid; however, staff has not
received any requests from any other interested parties to provide such a concession.
Mr. Barca and Mr. LaBarbera will be at attendance at the Agenda Workshop to address the City Commission
regarding their request for a Non-Exclusive License Agreement.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the City adopt Resolution 17-27, approving the request from Ryan J. Barca and Spencer S.
LaBarbera of Sand Runners LLC to enter into a Non-Exclusive License Agreement for a Beach Gear Valet Service.
Sand Runner LLC will be required to adhere to all conditions addressed in the Non-Exclusive License Agreement
and as described below.
1.

Staff recommends that the Non-Exclusive License Agreement permit the use (1) tent or umbrella with chairs;
(2) wagons for transportation of beach gear and (2) sandwich board signs advertising services at Gulf Front
Park located at 10400 Gulf Boulevard. The setup location is to be approved by city staff.

2.

If requested, Sand Runners LLC may have to relocate their setup during the annual Sanding Ovations, Masters
Cup event as Gulf Front Park is used for vendor and band parking check-in.

3.

Staff is proposing that Sand Runners, LLC pay a first year payment of $1,500 to the City in monthly
installments of $125 plus applicable sales tax. The fee will be reviewed each contract year and the fee
renegotiated if applicable.

4.

As employees of Sand Runners LLC will be working with the public, the City requires that all personnel
complete a background screening with the Florida Department of Law Enforcement and the Federal Bureau of
Investigations at the expense to Sand Runners LLC. The City should be provided with a copy of the screening.

5.

Sand Runners LLC will be required to pay all applicable parking fees for all staff parking at city metered lots.

6.

Sand Runners LLC will be required to obtain a Business Tax License with the City and provide a Certificate of
Insurance naming the City of Treasure Island as an additional insured entity in an amount no less than One
Million Dollars ($1,000,000) and to include Commercial General Liability Insurance including Personal and
Advertising Injury; Workers Compensation; Comprehensive Automobile Liability and Umbrellas Liability
insurance.

Res 17-27, Sand Runners LLC Non –exclusive License cover memo workshop 3-7-17
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Sand Runners LLC
Ryan J Barca
Spencer S LaBarbera
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Executive Summary: Sand Runners is a beach gear valet service that aims to ease the
burden of the families and tourists who come to Treasure Island. Only one other person
before us has come up with and worked on such an idea as Sand Runners. Micki Ferantti
a 52-year-old school teacher who for the past 20 years has been renting out beach carts
for people to use to bring the gear to and from their cars. Micki managed to grow her
small initial investment of 5 carts into a garage of 50 carts proving the demand for such a
service. All the while she is located in New Jersey where the beach season is incredibly
shorter compared to ours. Martins Cart-ins shares the same general concept to Sand
Runners but we want to take it a step further by instead of renting a cart, we will be
providing our service of towing beach gear in our heavy duty wagons. From our stand to
their spot and back we will carry any and all beach gear that is asked of us. Being that
this is only a small time business when it comes to organization and management we
have a very clear set of rules. Ryan Barca is the president of the company and Spencer
LaBarbera is the vice president. We will be the only people making the decisions for the
company and we will be the only ones handling the money. We will be the ones who
decide when, where, what, and how we will be advertising ourselves to the public and
any other decision that need to be made in the company. While advertising our company,
we don't want to be too invasive in tourists and those who live in the surrounding areas.
So through local beach oriented businesses, self-made flyers, business cards, utilizing
social media and most of all word of mouth, we hope to reach all of our potential clients.
The funds required for starting up an operation of this size are minimal. Based on our
own calculations our initial startup cost will be around $5750. Initially, we would be
putting up $3000 out of pocket to help fund Sand Runners, leaving the other $2,750 to be
covered by our investors. This money is needed to cover all our base products such as
carts, supplies to build a stand etc.
We created three models to project out possible sales. First, we have a 50/50
where 50% of sales come from $7 trips and the other 50% comes from $12 two-way
trips. A 60/40 model where 60% of sales are $12 two-way trips and 40% are $7 one-way
trips. Lastly, a 70/30 model where 70% purchase $12 two-way trips and 30% purchase $7
one way trips. Using these models and staying realistic we believe the 70/30 model is
what most customers purchases will follow. After reviewing these numbers our
breakeven point based on the 70/30 model is $105 a day $525 a week. But we believe we
will be able to pull in at least 20 sales a day making $210 a day and $1,050 a week. This
all being based on our location we picked out located at 11260 Gulf Boulevard. We know
that the town of Treasure Island does not own the Saint Petersburg municipal building
and Saint Petersburg owns it. So we are looking to set up our location 20 feet away from
the edge of the building located in preservation area according to your zoning map.
Company Description: Sand Runners is a beach gear valet service that serves to ease the
burden of any and all beach goers. Through the use of easily pulled steel wagons with
pneumatic tires, we aim to make the beach going experience to be filled with even more
luxury. When it comes to vacationing on the beach it is a known fact that no one enjoys
carrying all their gear to their spot. Especially when your spot ends up being located over
150 yards away from where your car is parked. That is what we at Sand Runners intend
to do away with, the hassle and stress of lugging as much as 50 pounds of gear to and
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from the beach. While also aiming to help to make the beach a friendlier and outgoing
place by providing free to use beach toys and games.
Market Analysis: When it comes to competition for such a service there really is no
known competition in the Florida area. There are similar examples of people operating a
business in the same manner as us. But are far as those businesses go the only one we
could find that operates partially in the same way we want to is Micki Ferantti. Martin's
Cart-ins is located in New Jersey over 1000 miles away from Florida. Micki has only
started with 5 carts to that she would rent out. She eventually grew big enough to where
she was able to own 50 carts but this was earned over the course of 21 years. But while
our businesses may be similar we want to take it a step further by instead of just renting
out a cart we are providing help to carry and move an individual or families beach gear.
As for our target market, we have spoken to countless people about the idea to get
an understanding of whether or not they would use it, we have heard nothing but positive
responses from these people on the Sand Runners idea. Just like the preexisting
businesses located on the beach such as the beach and umbrella rentals we know that
beachgoers will do anything to make their experience as easy going as possible.
Our main clientele is the elderly, handicapped, large families with small children, ill
prepared beachgoers and anyone who simply does not want to carry their gear. All of
these groups of people could use help when it comes to having to drag coolers, chairs,
umbrellas, sand toys, games, tents, etc. For a nominal fee to we believe our clientele
would take full advantage of our services.
Just like the movies the beach will never go out of business because people will
never lose interest in it. There is always a steady flow of people who come to the beach
especially when located in a town that holds itself to such high standards like Treasure
Island. Not having to worry about whether or not people are going to altogether stop
going to the beach, one of our main concerns is when the peak seasons are and the
locations that have the highest volume of clients. Both of these problems we have already
solved. So when not going through peak seasons we may end up closing down a few
stands and limit the amount we have located on the beach.
Organization and Management: Being a small business keeping ourselves organized is
not as difficult as having to run say for example a beach front restaurant. At the end of
each business day we the owners will count and log how many trips have been made and
how much money we have acquired. After that, the money will be put into our company
bank account, of which only we the owners would have access to.
Service: Our service that we would be providing to the community of Treasure Island is
transportation. When approached by a potential client they will pay the fee of either $7 or
$12 to have the beach gear brought to and/or from their designated spot. We operate from
our custom built stand 20 feet from behind the Saint Petersburg municipal building. We
will haul the customer's beach gear using a steel wagon that has specially designed
pneumatic tires replacing the ones seen in the first picture.
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Marketing and Sales: Marketing Sand Runners to the community of Treasure Island
will be done in five steps.
First, we will have flyers made up and strategically put up around the town of
Treasure Island and neighboring areas. Not only will the flyers be put up on sidewalks
and telephone polls. We will also be in contact with all beach-oriented businesses in the
neighboring areas to ask if we would be allowed to post our flyers outside or inside their
business along with our business cards. Our flyers will also include coupons for $10
round trips and $5 one-way trips.
Second, we plan to spread our business through word of mouth. This meaning on
days in which high volumes of individuals are coming to and from the beach, we hope
that once seeing our service or after using our service. They will take this new business
that they have just discovered and tell their friends and family, who in turn will tell their
friends and family.
Third, we will be taking our specially designed pamphlets and bring them to all
businesses such as hotels, condo rentals, car rentals, and others main tourist stops. So that
we can get our name out to the tourists who in turn might be intrigued by something they
have never seen before on a beach.
Fourth social media is the main priority for us when it comes to getting our name
out to the world. We will have both a twitter and Facebook page where people can leave
comments on how their service was and where our current and future locations are.
Fifth once the business has started to pick up we will invest in creating a banner to
be dragged behind a plane that flies across the length of the Treasure Island beach itself.
It will also have our Facebook and Twitter page labeled clearly on it also.
Funding Request: The initial start up cost of Sand Runners is fairly inexpensive
compared to most businesses. Our most expensive items that we require are our carts and
a truck, which we will use to transport our two carts, a portable wooden stand, two chairs,
and an umbrella. Based on our calculations our two carts would cost us $1600, our work
truck $1900, licenses and permits around $800, Advertising and Uniforms $450, and set
back up funds of $1000. This running us a total cost of $5750, we will be covering an
initial $3000 leaving our investors to cover the remaining $2750.
Financial Projections: Our projections are based on three models. The first model is
split 50/50 one-half of our clientele purchasing $7 one-way trips and the other half
purchasing $12 trips. Based off of this model for us to reach our break-even point we
would need to make at least 10 sales a day for a week straight. If we hit our break-even
point we would be making 95 dollars a day. Speaking more realistically though we
believe we would be able to hit at least 25 sales a day pulling in $240 a day. Which
comes out to be $1200 a week.
The second model we have made up is a 60/40 method following the same rules
as our 50/50 model. Those rules being that we estimate 60% of our sales will come from
people purchasing the $12 two-way trips and 40% purchasing the $7 one-way trips. Our
break-even point remains the same at 10 sales a day but our total gross changes to $100 a
day. If we were to hit our target of 25 sales a day we would gross $250 dollars a day,
$1,250 a week.
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Our third and last model are based on a 70/30 projection of sales. If we were to
make 10 sales a day based on this model we would gross $105 dollars a day. While
hitting our target of 25 sales a day we would gross $265 a day, coming out to be $1,325 a
week.
Following the 70/30 we believe that after 10 months only hitting outbreak even
point of 10 sales a day we would walk away with $21,000. We do not believe that we
will be making so little in the beginning but rather this is our minimum amount of profits
to be made. Staying Realistic we believe that we will be able to achieve at least $42,000
within the ten months that we plan to operate.
Future Growth: During the first 12 months of operations we plan to remain in our one
and only stand to properly assess the market and demand for our service. If business
permits and we are hitting our goals of 20 sales per day, then we have intentions on
expanding to other popular beach access points along Treasure Island. Given the minimal
financial upkeep to our stands and carts, it allows us to scale profits exponentially
compared to our expenditures. Allowing us to grow quickly and elevate Treasure Island
to an all the more leisurely place.
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Tp Q DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
«aWlJ ix\o INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
CINCINNATI OH
45999-0023
Date of this notice:

02-01-2017

Employer Identification Number:
81-5192027
Form:

SAND RUNNERS LLC
RYAN JOSEPH BARCA SR MBR
27047 ARROWBROOK WAY
WESLEY CHAPEL, FL 33544

SS-4

Number of this notice:

CP 575 A

For assistance you may call us at:
1-800-829-4933
IF YOU WRITE, ATTACH THE
STUB AT THE END OF THIS NOTICE.

WE ASSIGNED YOU AN EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
Thank you for applying for an Employer Identification Number (EIN). We assigned you
EIN 81-5192027. This EIN will identify you, your business accounts, tax returns, and
documents, even if you have no employees. Please keep this notice in your permanent
records.
When filing tax documents, payments, and related correspondence, it is very important
that you use your EIN and complete name and address exactly as shown above. Any variation
may cause a delay in processing, result in incorrect information in your account, or even
cause you to be assigned more than one EIN. If the information is not correct as shown
above, please make the correction using the attached tear off stub and return it to us.
Based on the information received from you or your representative, you must file
the following form(s) by the date(s) shown.
Form 940
Form 1065
Form 944

01/31/2018
03/15/2018
01/31/2018

\
If you have questions about the form(s) or the due date(s) shown, you can call us at
the phone number or write to us at the address shown at the top of this notice. If you
need help in determining your annual accounting period (tax year), see Publication 538,
Accounting Periods and Methods.

We assigned you a tax classification based on information obtained from you or your
representative. It is not a legal determination of your tax classification, and is not
binding on the IRS. If you want a legal determination of your tax classification, you may
request a private letter ruling from the IRS under the guidelines in Revenue Procedure
2004-1, 2004-1 I.R.B. 1 (or superseding Revenue Procedure for the year at issue). Note:
Certain tax classification elections can be requested by filing Form 8832, Entity
Classification Election. See Form 8832 and its instructions for additional information.
A limited liability company (LLC) may file Form 8832, Entity Classification
Election, and elect to be classified as an association taxable as a corporation. If
the LLC is eligible to be treated as a corporation that meets certain tests and it
will be electing S corporation status, it must timely file Form 2553, Election by a
Small Business Corporation. The LLC will be treated as a corporation as of the
effective date of the S corporation election and does not need to file Form 8832.
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If you are required to deposit for employment taxes (Forms 941, 943, 940, 944, 945,
CT-1, or 1042), excise taxes (Form 720), or income taxes (Form 1120), you will receive a
Welcome Package shortly, which includes instructions for making your deposits
electronically through the Electronic Federal Tax Payment System (EFTPS). A Personal
Identification Number (PIN) for EFTPS will also be sent to you under separate cover.
Please activate the PIN once you receive it, even if you have requested the services of a
tax professional or representative. For more information about EFTPS, refer to
Publication 966, Electronic Choices to Pay All Your Federal Taxes. If you need to
make a deposit immediately, you will need to make arrangements with your Financial
Institution to complete a wire transfer.
The IRS is committed to helping all taxpayers comply with their tax filing
obligations. If you need help completing your returns or meeting your tax obligations,
Authorized e-file Providers, such as Reporting Agents (payroll service providers) are
available to assist you. Visit the IRS Web site at www.irs.gov for a list of companies
that offer IRS e-file for business products and services. The list provides addresses,
telephone numbers, and links to their Web sites.
To obtain tax forms and publications, including those referenced in this notice,
visit our Web site at www.irs.gov. If you do not have access to the Internet, call
1-800-829-3676 (TTY/TDD 1-800-829-4059) or visit your local IRS office.
IMPORTANT REMINDERS:
*

Keep a copy of this notice in your permanent records. This notice is issued only
one time and the IRS will not be able to generate a duplicate copy for you. You
may give a copy of this document to anyone asking for proof of your EIN.

*

Use this EIN and your name exactly as they appear at the top of this notice on all
your federal tax forms.

*

Refer to this EIN on your tax-related correspondence and documents.

If you have questions about your EIN, you can call us at the phone number or write to
us at the address shown at the top of this notice. If you write, please tear off the stub
at the bottom of this notice and send it along with your letter. If you do not need to
write us, do not complete and return the stub.
Your name control associated with this EIN is SAND. You will need to provide this
information, along with your EIN, if you file your returns electronically.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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02-01-2017 SAND
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Keep this part for your records.

Return this part with any correspondence
so we may identify your account. Please
correct any errors in your name or address.

Your Telephone Number
(
)
-

Best Time to Call

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
CINCINNATI OH
45999-0023

I,LI,I,I,I,LI,I.,I.I„IL,II

I.I..II.I.I..I

9999999999

SS-4

CP 575 A (Rev. 7-2007)

CP 575 A
9999999999

DATE OF THIS NOTICE: 02-01-2017
EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 81-5192027
FORM: SS-4
NOBOD

SAND RUNNERS LLC
RYAN JOSEPH BARCA SR MBR
27047 ARROWBROOK WAY
WESLEY CHAPEL, FL 33544
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Operating Agreement
Member's Percentage interests in the business- Ryan Joseph Barca holds %60 of
the companies' interests. Spencer Stephen LaBarbera holds %40 of the companies'
interests.
The members' rights and responsibilities- Ryan Joseph Barca holds the right to
veto any and all propositions brought up regarding the company. He holds the
responsibility to make sure money is properly counted, recorded, and stored
properly. He is to also to make sure that all equipment stays in good condition and
that all complaints are to be handled with a calm and level headed approach, and
recorded for any future use.
Spencer Stephen LaBarbera holds the right to veto any and all propositions
brought up regarding the company. He holds the responsibility to make sure money
is properly counted, recorded, and stored properly. He is to also make sure that all
equipment stays in good condition and that all complaints are to be handled with a
calm and level headed approach, and recorded for any future use. He is also to make
sure that all paperwork is properly filled and sent in at the appropriate times.
The members voting powers- Ryan Joseph Barca holds one of the two votes
needed to allow the final decision of all agreements and arrangements.
Spencer Stephen LaBarbera holds one of the two votes needed to allow the
final decision of all agreements and arrangements.
How profits and losses will be allocated- Profits and losses will be allocated
properly and in a timely fashion. All profits will be go into our bank to then be used
to pay employees, business tax, square charge, gas, savings, then lastly the owners
cut. For our losses the money needed to pay off our expenses will be first allocated
from our savings then from the owners cut.
How the LLC will be Managed- Sand Runners LLC will be managed firstly by Ryan
Joseph Barca and secondly by Spencer Stephen LaBarbera. Both owners will mange
employees, money handling/payments, equipment upkeep, customer
reviews/complaints, Set-up/Break-down of equipment on a day to day basis,
Ruled for holding meeting and taking votes- All meetings will be planned ahead
of time at a set location and time. Before the meeting is gets an official go ahead both
owners must agree upon the set time and meeting place through a two way vote.
Buy-Sell provisions, which determine what happens if a member wants to sell
his or her interests, dies, or becomes, disabled.- If a member of Sand Runners
LLC wants to sell his or her interests they have the right to do so if the other owners
allows the selling, and agree upon who is buying them. If the member is to die all
provisions will be allocated to the other owner. If the member is to become disabled
to the point of no longer having higher brain function then all of there provision will
be allocated to the other owner.
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Personal Statement
When it comes to hard work and dedication, I am no stranger. Ever since I was 15 I have worked
full time and have consistently held a job until this point. Along with school, this was not the
most luxurious of tasks but I have prevailed thus far. 1 currently attend Saint Leo University
majoring in Business Management with a 3.2 GPA while also recently receiving a promotion as
a bartender at Tampa Joe's Restaurant and Sports Bar. As a bartender, I deal with a large
spectrum of people from newlyweds to people who need to be escorted out by police. Also
mostly being a waiter since 17,1 believe my customer service skills are well above par. The
biggest part of my job is making sure I am handling people, and their alcohol, with the utmost
care and respect. Everything that I am working for correlates with my hopes and aspirations in
life, especially what brings me here today. About 10 months ago my father and I were sweltering
away in the Florida heat at our community pool when I started to reminisce on the other times I
had been equally as hot. One day that stood out was when my family and I took a road trip from
Connecticut to Clearwater Beach, upon arriving we were hours early to check in to our hotel.
There was 7 of us at the time and we all decided to just kill some time relaxing on the beach.
After unloading all our beach gear, we were already sweating before our feet even hit the sand. I
will never forget just how much of a burden it was to gather all of our belongings in the
blistering heat and walk over a half a mile in the sand just to begin relaxing. At the time, I was
already dreading going back to the car. As I reminisced on that time it really came to me how I
could have solved this issue that mostly everyone encounters going to the beach with their
families. I thought what if there was just simply a service that provided people assistance with all
of their belongings for a minimal fee? I then told my father exactly what I was thinking and he
was blown away at how useful that could have been over the years. Hearing his reaction, I knew
I had to write my idea down. I asked around to people close to me if this is something people
would utilize and I have got overwhelmingly positive feedback. After that, I got to work. One
thing I pride my character for is my dedication. I do not quit on myself, those closest to me, or
for what 1 believe in. Throughout my life, I have had to enter adulthood more sooner that others
which have taught me valuable lessons of patience, integrity, responsible stewardship, and
respect. I believe whole heartedly that if we are granted a chance to start our business on your
beach we will be the utmost professional and upstanding citizens. We are not doing this simply
to make a buck, we are doing this to start our professional careers. As I mentioned before, I am a
business management major and my partner is Communications and Public Relations major.
These majors and what we're trying to do correlates with each other and would propel us to
astronomical heights if given the chance to succeed. My partner and I both have 100% clean
records and vow to be involved in any or all community events that Treasure Island may be
hosting. We even would like to eventually host our own events in which we'll donate our
proceeds to any local charity or project that may need it. I cannot stress enough how careful and
professional we would be when dealing with the everyday clients. If given the chance, there is a
low risk and high reward involved for the city of Treasure Island. Success benefits both parties
and if the success is there then the need to expand will also be relevant which benefits everyone.
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Personal Statement
Why should you believe that I would be successful in running Sand Runners LLC? I'll
give you one simple reason, no one has held my hand in life and helped me get to where I
am now. With only the finical help to put clothes on my back that is as much my family
has done to help me with life. Since the age of 16,1 have busted my hump and worked
the maximum amount of legal hours a minor can work. All because we needed help pay
the bills and keep the electricity on. When the day came for me to go to college and
escape this lifestyle my future was not looking too bright for me. But I knew if I wanted
to go anywhere in life I needed to do something. That drive forced me to put myself to
talk to the people I needed to, to put myself in a summer program at Eastern Connecticut
State University that allowed me to succeed to the best of my abilities. Throughout my
time at ECSU I was completely self-dependent just like I had been since 1 was 16.
Textbooks, school supplies, food, electronics all came out of my pocket with the money I
earned from ajob I had at home, working constant 12 to 14-hour shifts. Each job I have
had has been in the service industry allowing me to witness my fair share of problematic
customers, managers, and how to properly run it but also allowing me to learn how to
deal with these problems. Each customer I interact with I try to maintain a friendship
status, meaning that I know what they want and I know they want it with no headache.
Just like with my friends and knowing their likes and dislikes. Reading people has always
come easily to me making me feel a need to interact with people daily. Making the
decision to Major in communications with a focus in public relations and minor in
business administration all the easier, while Ryan is majoring in Business management.
We see moving towards the creation of Sand Runners as the next logical steps in our life
not only because of our majors but because of where we came from. We are not ones to
sit idle while learning about the things we want to do with our lives. Ryan had a great
idea with beach gear valet and its potential to be huge on beachfront and I see that same
potential. Having grown up in broken homes and going through more hardships than the
average kid, we don't lie to ourselves about the potential of something. We stay positive
through the number we crunch and the logistics of what we want to do. Over 10 months
now and have worked out what we believe to be all the angles for Sand Runners LLC and
financially the business start up cost and maintaining cost vs profits is vast.
I am no stranger to the hardships of life and that if you want something you need
to go out and put in the work to get it. I aspire to be someone who gives back to all of
those around him through his own success in life and hopes to one day bring them to his
own level with that same success. Since 1 was little I watched my aunts and uncles,
prominent business owners and vice presidents operate and push their lifestyles farther
than anyone I had come to know. Watching them succeed and knowing where it has got
them in life feels as if someone has poured gasoline on the fire that is my desire to
achieve financial and personal success. Sand Runners in the eyes of Treasure Island is a
low-risk high reward business. If the business goes as we planned Treasure Island will
receive thousands of dollars in a business taxes from us. If we are successful, it is clear
that there is a market available on Treasure Island that we have only just begun to tap
into, clearly showing the need for expansion further down the beach. Sand Runners has
the potential to be the next big beach industry just like the chair and umbrellas rentals.
All we ask for is a chance, a chance that once given we would never squabble but instead
run with. For we know the opportunity you would be giving us if given the chance.
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
TREASURE ISLAND AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ENTER
INTO A NON-EXCLUSIVE LICENSE AGREEMENT WITH SAND
RUNNERS LLC TO PROVIDE A BEACH GEAR VALET SERVICE; AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, Sand Runners LLC is granted permission to provide a beach gear valet service to be located
at Treasure Island Gulf Front Park located at 10400 Gulf Boulevard as determined by city staff; and,
WHEREAS, the City has determined that there is a public benefit by granting this Non-Exclusive
Agreement to Sand Runners LLC for the limited purpose of providing recreational services to the residents,
tourists and visitors to the City of Treasure Island; and,
WHEREAS, there is a need for limitations and standards on any such Non-Exclusive License to ensure the
safety and welfare of the general public on public property as outlined in the Non-Exclusive License
Agreement; and,
WHEREAS, Sand Runners LLC, by executing this License, consents to and does hereby agree to be bound
by all conditions of the granting of the Non-Exclusive License Agreement.

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND DOES
RESOLVE:
The City Commission authorizes the City Manager to enter into a Non-Exclusive License Agreement with
Ryan J. Barca and Spencer S. LaBarbera of Sand Runners LLC for a Beach Gear Valet Service. Sand
Runner LLC will be required to adhere to all conditions addressed in the Non-Exclusive License
Agreement and as described below.
1.

The Non-Exclusive License Agreement permits the use (1) tent or umbrella with chairs; (2) wagons for
transportation of beach gear and (2) sandwich board signs advertising services at Gulf Front Park
located at 10400 Gulf Boulevard. The setup location is to be approved by city staff.

2.

If requested, Sand Runners LLC may have to relocate their setup during the annual Sanding Ovations,
Masters Cup event as Gulf Front Park is used for vendor and band parking check-in.

3.

Sand Runners, LLC pay a first year payment of $1,500 to the City in monthly installments of $125 plus
applicable sales tax. The fee will be reviewed each contract year and the fee renegotiated if applicable.

4.

Employees of Sand Runners LLC will be required to complete a background screening with the
Florida Department of Law Enforcement and the Federal Bureau of Investigations at the expense of
Sand Runners LLC. The City shall be provided with a copy of the screening.

5.

Sand Runners LLC will be required to pay all applicable parking fees for all staff parking at city
metered lots.

6.

Sand Runners LLC shall obtain a Business Tax License with the City and provide a Certificate of
Insurance naming the City of Treasure Island as an additional insured entity in an amount no less than
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) and to include Commercial General Liability Insurance including
Personal and Advertising Injury; Workers Compensation; Comprehensive Automobile Liability and
Umbrellas Liability insurance.
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RESOLUTION NO 17-27

The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of the City of
Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the ( ) by Commissioner ( ) who moved its adoption; was seconded by
Commissioner ( ) and upon roll call, the vote was:
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:

__________________________
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:
Tiffany Makras, City Clerk

Res 17-27, Sand Runners LLC Non –exclusive License workshop 3-7-17
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Non-Exclusive License Agreement Between the
City of Treasure Island and Sand Runners, LLC
This Non-Exclusive License Agreement (“License”) is made this 21 day of March, 2017
between the City of Treasure Island, Florida, a Florida municipal corporation,
(hereinafter called the “City”) and Sand Runners, LLC, a Florida Corporation
(hereinafter referred to as “Licensee”).
WHEREAS, Licensee is granted permission to provide, install and operate a beach gear
valet service at Treasure Island Gulf Front Park located at 10400 Gulf Boulevard; and,
WHEREAS, the City holds certain publicly owned and controlled beach lands in trust for
the public located within the City of Treasure Island, hereafter referred to as the “Public
Beach”; and,
WHEREAS, the City has determined that there will be a public benefit by granting this
License to Licensee for the limited purpose of providing recreational activities or
services to the residents, tourists and visitors to the City of Treasure Island; and,
WHEREAS, there is a need for limitations and standards on any such Non-Exclusive
License to ensure the safety and welfare of the general public on the Public Beach; and,
WHEREAS, the Licensee, by executing this License, consents to and does hereby
agree to be bound by all conditions of the granting of this Non-Exclusive License.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the Licensee’s agreement to be bound by all of
the terms and conditions for the granting of this License, the City does hereby grant
unto the Licensee a non-exclusive License to provide a beach gear valet service onto a
specified Public Beach area subject to the limitations as set forth herein.
1.
Recitals Acknowledged. The foregoing recitals are true and correct and are
incorporated herein by reference.
2.
License components. This Non-Exclusive License, including any attached
endorsements and Exhibit(s),constitutes the entire License granted by the City to the
Licensee on the subject matter hereof, and may not be changed, modified, discharged
or extended except by written endorsement duly executed on behalf of the City and
Licensee. The Licensee agrees that no representations or warranties shall be binding
upon the City unless expressed in writing herein.
3.
Endorsement Obligations. The Licensee agrees to be bound by and to comply
with the provisions of all endorsements enumerated in and attached to this License, as
may be from time to time be included, amended or modified by the City.
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Ryan J. Barca and Spencer S. LaBarbera, Sand Runners, LLC Non-Exclusive License AgreementPage 1 of 9
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4.
Purpose, Scope, Uses, Equipment, Hours: The principal purpose of the City
granting the privileges under this non-exclusive License is to permit the Licensee to
provide a beach gear valet service for beachgoers, onto a specified Public Beach area
and is strictly limited to the following conditions of instruction:
a) PERMITTED USE AREA: Sand Runners, LLC permitted use area for the
beach gear valet service is at and on the Public Beach from south of the St.
Petersburg Beach to north of Treasure Island Gulf Front Park located at 10400
Gulf Boulevard, Treasure Island, Florida (“Permitted Use Area”). Parking for
participants will be available at the Treasure Island Gulf Front Park and
surrounding public parking areas. Sufficient space shall be maintained on the
beach and at Gulf Front Park so that the public safety, cleanup and repair
vehicles can pass safely through the permitted use area.
b) PERMITTED USES: The Licensee is permitted to provide and operate a
beach gear valet service to beachgoers in Permitted Use Area. Additional
equipment may be provided for rent or sale upon approval by the City at a
mutually agreed upon fee.
c) RENTAL EQUIPMENT: The Licensee’s non motorized wagons must be kept
in a safe and acceptable manner. The Licensee shall provide, store, and
maintain or house equipment on his/her own property. No additional equipment is
to be stored on the public beach, Permitted Use Area, or city property without
approval from the City or within 20 feet from any dune system.
Sand Runners, LLC may need to relocate operations at Treasure Island Gulf
Front Park each November during the annual Sanding Ovations, Masters Cup
event as Gulf Front Park is used for vendor and band parking and beach access.
Sand Runners, LLC may be required to relocate operations at Treasure Island
Gulf Front Park for other special events during the year, as the area behind Gulf
Front Park is used for vendor and band parking. Sand Runner, LLC recognizes
that this is a non-exclusive license that the City may grant licenses to other
vendors for the Permitted Use Area and that Sand Runner, LLC will not interfere
with any other licensee of the City.
The City may make periodic inspections of the equipment and if necessary
inform the Licensee of any unsafe or unacceptable equipment. However, this
does not release the Licensee from his/her duty to inspect the equipment daily
for any defects or hazards. Maintenance of equipment by an outside vendor must
not be performed on public property.
Turtle Season is May 1st through October 31st. The Licensee shall not set up
equipment next to or within 10 feet of a roped off turtle nest. No equipment shall
be set up until the beach has been inspected for turtle nests each morning.

00763966-2
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d) TROPICAL STORM OR HURRICANE WARNING: In the event of a tropical
storm or hurricane warning issued for Pinellas County, the Licensee shall cease
operations until any threat has passed and shall remove all equipment from the
public beach and property owned by the City of Treasure Island.
e) HOURS OF OPERATION: The Licensee may operate his equipment during
the hours of 8:00 AM to Sunset each day as weather permits, year round (365
days, 7 days per week), except as otherwise provided herein. The Licensee may
adjust his hours of operation with approval from the City Manager or Recreation
Director. The Licensee may at times be requested to participate and/or cancel
his/her rental business due to community beach events.
f) VEHICLES: The City of Treasure Island prohibits the use of all vehicles
whatsoever on the beach in connection with the activities or service authorized
under this Non-Exclusive License Agreement.

5.
Fees and Payments: Sand Runners, LLC will pay a first year payment of $1,500
to the City in monthly installments of $125 plus applicable sales tax. The fee will be
adjusted for each additional feature or locations offered to the public based on mutually
agreeable terms negotiated between the Licensor staff and Licensee. If agreement
cannot be reached on the additional fee, the matter will be brought before the
Commission for resolution.
The term of the License is for a period of one (1) year, beginning on the effective date of
this License, with an option to renew for two additional one (1) year periods, upon a
renegotiated fee and at terms and conditions to be mutually agreed upon by both
parties subject to the City’s right to terminate. Should the Licensee desire to renew the
term of this License, it must provide written notice, in accordance with paragraph 15, to
the City at least 60 days prior to the expiration of the one year term.
The Licensee will be required to obtain and keep current a Business License with the
City’s Community Improvement Department.
The Licensee will charge a rental fee based upon local competitive rates. This rental fee
shall be set at the sole discretion of the Licensee. The Licensee will be required to
notify the City of any change in rental fees.
6.
Financial Statement: The Licensee shall provide an annual Net Income
Statement relative to the rental service on or before each September 30th to the City of
Treasure Island.
7.
No Waiver of Applicable Regulations. Nothing in this License shall be construed
to exempt the Licensee from full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local
laws and regulations. Prior to using the Permitted Use Area and throughout the term of
this License, the Licensee hereby further agrees to obtain all necessary permits and to
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otherwise fully comply with all requirements of the City, Pinellas County and the State of
Florida pertaining to any licenses and permits as may be required by law for the
operation of its business, including the subject beach gear valet service.
8.
Limitations of Interest. The Licensee hereby further agrees that the Licensee
shall not obtain any prescriptive rights, easements, or other legal or equitable interest in
the Public Beach or Permitted Use Area by reason of the execution of this License, or
by compliance with the terms thereof by the Licensee. Ownership of the Public Beach
and Permitted Use Area shall at all times remain in the public domain, held in trust by
the City, and the Licensee shall not do anything inconsistent with such ownership,
except as may be permitted by this License.
9.
Encumbrances. The granting of this License does not vest in the Licensee any
interest in the Public Beach or Permitted Use Area which may be mortgaged,
encumbered or liened, and no action of the Licensee shall cause or create any interests
in real estate or any encumbrance upon any such real property.
10.
Hold Harmless and Indemnity: In consideration of ten dollars and other good and
valuable consideration, the Licensee shall indemnify and save harmless the City, its
officials, employees, and agents of and from any and all damages, including all of its
attorney’s fees, expert’s fees, and court costs, whether suit be brought or not, resulting
from or arising out of the execution of this License, or any other action taken pursuant to
this License by any person or entity. The Licensee shall pay all attorneys’ fees of the
City’s attorney concerning the preparation of and granting of this License. The Licensee
hereby further releases the City, its officials, officers, agents, and employees from any
and all claims which it may have had, now have, or hereafter acquire because of or by
reason of the execution of this License, the use of the above-described Public Beach
and Permitted Use Area, and/or for any omissions or actions taken pursuant to this
License.
11.
Indemnity Insurance: The Licensee does hereby release, and agrees to
indemnify, defend and save harmless the City, its officials, employees, and agents from
and against all claims, actions, causes of action, demands, judgments, costs, expenses
and all damages of every kind and nature, incurred by or on behalf of any person or
corporation whatsoever, predicated upon injury to or death of any person or loss of or
damage to property of whatever ownership, including the Licensee and its employees,
agents and assigns, and in any manner arising out of or connected with, directly or
indirectly, the operation or use of the Public Beach areas or Permitted Use Area, by the
Licensee or by its assigns or lessees. This indemnification provision shall survive three
(3) years following the termination or expiration of this License. Licensee agrees to
maintain the following insurance coverage’s:
COMPREHENSIVE GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE: including but not limited to,
premises operations, products/completed operations, products liability, contractual
liability, independent contractors, personal injury and advertising injury and $1,000,000
per occurrence and $2,000,000 general aggregate and $2,000,000 products/completed
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operation aggregate. A renewal policy shall be delivered to the City at least fifteen
calendar days prior to a policy’s expiration date, except for any policy expiring on the
expiration date of this License or thereafter.
Comprehensive Automobile Liability: Sand Runners, LLC shall provide coverage for
all owned and non-owned vehicles for limits not less than $1,000,000.00.
Umbrella Liability: Sand Runners, LLC and any of its sub-contractors shall provide an
umbrella policy in excess to the coverages provided for in the above paragraphs of not
less than $1,000,000.00.
WORKMAN’S COMPENSATION INSURANCE: Licensee will maintain adequate
workman’s compensation insurance in the amounts as required by law for all instructors
and employees. The limits shall be statutory for Worker’s Compensation and
$1,000,000.00 for Employer’s Liability.
The City is to be specifically included as an “additional insured entity” on the
Commercial Liability Insurance and Commercial Auto Liability insurance policies.
The City of Treasure Island shall be included on all Releases of Liability and
Acknowledge of Assumption of Risk. Licensee shall provide certificates of insurance to
the City, naming the City as an additional insured, prior to beginning use of the
Permitted Use Area and for each year thereafter during the term of this License.
12. TERMINATION: THIS LICENSE IS SUBJECT TO, AND THE LICENSEE
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THIS NON-EXCLUSIVE LICENSE IS REVOCABLE AT
WILL BY THE CITY, THAT IT IS SUBJECT TO BEING WITHDRAWN AND
TERMINATED BY THE CITY AT ANY TIME, FOR ANY REASON, UPON FIVE (5)
CALENDAR DAYS’ WRITTEN NOTICE GIVEN TO THE LICENSEE AS PROVIDED
FOR HEREIN.
THE CITY, IN ITS SOLE DISCRETION, SHALL HAVE THE
AUTHORITY TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO TERMINATE THIS LICENSE, AND
THE LICENSEE AGREES THAT THE CITY’S DISCRETION IN ANY TERMINATION
OF THIS LICENSE SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW OR
CHALLENGE, BUT SHALL BE FINAL.
13. NON RELIANCE. LICENSEE UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES THAT IT HAS
NOT AND WILL NOT RELY UPON ANY GRANT OR PROMISE OF GRANT OF THIS
LICENSE IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE EXPENDITURE OR INVESTMENT OF FUNDS.
14. Suspension of Activities: This License is subject to immediate suspension for an
indefinite period of time in the event of injury or accident related to the Bear Gear Valet
Service. The City, in its sole discretion, shall have the authority to review such injury or
accident incident and determine whether to remove the suspension or move to
terminate the License.
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15. Notices.
Any notice or communication which the City may desire to give the
Licensee shall be deemed sufficiently rendered or given if the notice is in writing and
sent by personal delivery, or via certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed to
Ryan J. Barca and Spencer S. LaBarbera, Sand Runners, LLC and/or any agent or
employee at 27047 Arrowbrook Way, Wesley Chapel, Florida 33544 and/or delivered
to the Licensee’s registered agent. The time of rendition of such notice or
communication shall be deemed to be the time when the same is mailed, left or
delivered as herein provided. Any notice or communication which Licensee may desire
to give the City shall be deemed sufficiently rendered or given if the notice is in writing
and sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed to: City Manager, City
of Treasure Island, 120 108th Avenue, Treasure Island, Florida 33706; and the time
of rendition of such notice or communication shall be deemed to be the time when the
same is mailed or delivered as herein provided. Either party may provide a change of
address notice, with said change of address notice effective upon receipt.
16. Miscellaneous Provisions. Licensee further agrees to comply with and be bound by
the following provisions:
a) Successive Interest. The rights and obligations of the Licensee pursuant to
this License shall inure to and be binding upon the Licensee, its successors, assigns,
and legal representatives. This License is not assignable without the express prior
written approval of the City in its sole discretion.
b) Supervision and Personnel. The Licensee shall assure that competent and
experienced personnel and instructors are hired or contracted by Ryan J. Barca or
Spencer S. LaBarbera or Sand Runners, LLC at all times in order to assure that there
is full compliance with all terms and limitations of this License. Licensee shall assure
that that personnel or instructors employed for services are professional in their
dealings with the public. Licensee shall provide personnel with the necessary and
appropriate technical, safety and operational training to carry out operations in a safe
manner. The Licensee shall perform appropriate background screening with the Florida
Department of Law enforcement and the Federal Bureau of Investigations at the
expense to All Around Amusements, and provide the City with a copy of the screening.
c) No Unlawful Use. The Licensee shall use the designated Public Beach area
only for the purposes stated and no unlawful uses will occur whatsoever. Licensee shall
not deliver any product, the use of which on the beach would be prohibited, or an
infringement on another Licensee in the City of Treasure Island.
d) Proper Attire. The Licensee shall assure that all employees, agents and
representatives of the Licensee are dressed in appropriate attire to promote a
wholesome, family-oriented, tourist development of the Public Beach of the City, as
determined by the City Manager of the City.
e) Noise. The Licensee shall at all times assure that not only is there full
compliance with any applicable City, County or State noise ordinances and regulations,

00763966-2
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but that no noise is generated in connection with the water slide that is objectionable or
offensive to the City, even if such noise is not a violation of the City’s noise ordinance.
There shall be no outdoor amplification of noise or music, including pager systems, and
voice paging, conducted during hours of operation, except as may be allowed in writing
from time to time by the City Manager, which permission can be withdrawn in writing
from time to time by the City Manager.
f) Signage. The Licensee shall not erect, construct or maintain any signage on
the Public Beach, Permitted Use Area, or on Wagons, or construct any exposed
signage adjacent to the Public Beach, unless consent to such signage has first been
given, in writing, by the City, through its City Manager. This License permits two (2)
sandwich board signs advertising services, days and times of operation and fees.
g) Lighting. The Licensee shall not construct, erect or maintain, or allow any
lighting that is in violation of the City’s lighting standards concerning the preservation
and protection of turtles, or otherwise.
h) Litter and Debris. The Licensee shall not litter and shall at all times keep the
Public Beach it services free and clean of trash and debris from its activities.
i) “City”. Wherever used herein, the term “City” shall refer to the City
Commission of the City of Treasure Island, Florida, either acting in whole or acting
through its designated City Manager.
17.
Construction of License. The Licensee agrees that in the event of any litigation
concerning the construction of this License or the interpretation of any language used in
this License, that this License, and any of its provisions, shall be interpreted in favor of
the City. No provisions shall be construed against the City by virtue of this License
having been drafted by the City.
18.
Entire Agreement. This License embodies the entire agreement of the City and
the Licensee. There are no promises, terms, conditions, or allegations other than those
contained herein, and this document shall supersede all previous communications,
representations, and/or agreements, whether written or verbal, between the parties
hereto. This License may be modified or revoked at any time, for any reason, by the
City, by delivering a copy of any modifications or superseding agreement to the
Licensee, at the Licensee’s address provided herein. The obligations herein shall
survive the termination of this License. This License shall be governed by Florida laws
and venue for purposes of any legal action shall lie in Pinellas County.
19.
Public Records. Sand Runners, LLC agrees to comply with the Florida Public
Records Act, as applicable, including, but not limited to Section 119.0701 of the Florida
Statutes. Documents which are considered public records herein under Florida law
include, but are not limited to: records related to the entry, management and
implementation of the License itself; emails/correspondence between the CITY and the
LICENSEE related to the Non-Exclusive License Agreement; emails or correspondence

00763966-2
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from all other entities related to the License (i.e., suppliers, vendors, etc.); billing and
related documents; plans or other documents that may be necessary, reports, etc.;
subcontracts; and all vendor invoices. The LICENSEE agrees, to the extent required by
law, to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Keep and maintain public records that ordinarily and necessarily would be
required by the public agency in performing the services of the License; and
Provide the public with access to the public records under the same
terms and conditions that the CITY would provide the records and at a
cost that does not exceed the cost provided for by law; and
Ensure that the public records that are exempt or confidential, and
exempt from public record disclosure requirements, are not disclosed,
except as authorized by law; and
Meet all requirements where retained public records and transfer, at no cost,
to the CITY, all public records in possession of the LICENSEE, upon
termination or completion of the License and destroy any duplicate public
records that are exempt or confidential, or exempt from public record
disclosure requirements.

Furthermore, the LICENSEE agrees that all records stored electronically shall be provided
to the CITY in a format that is compatible with the information technology systems of the
CITY. The LICENSEE shall promptly provide the CITY with a copy of any request to
inspect or copy public records that LICENSEE receives and a copy of the LICENSEE’S
response to each request. The LICENSEE understands and agrees that failure to provide
access to the public records shall be a material breach of the License and grounds for
termination.

IF THE LICENSEE HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING THE APPLICATION
OF CHAPTER 119, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO THE LICENSEE’S DUTY
TO PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS RELATING TO THIS LICENSE,
CONTACT THE CUSTODIAN OF PUBLIC RECORDS AT:
City Clerk, City of Treasure Island
120 – 108th Avenue
Treasure Island, Florida 33706
Phone: (727)-547-4575
Fax: (727)-547-4582
tmakras@mytreasureisland.org
THE LICENSEE ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND CANNOT AND WILL NOT PROVIDE LEGAL OR BUSINESS
ADVICE TO THE LICENSEE WITH RESPECT TO ITS OBLIGATIONS
PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION RELATED TO PUBLIC RECORDS.
00763966-2
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THE LICENSEE ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT WILL NOT RELY ON
THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND OR ITS CITY ATTORNEY TO
PROVIDE SUCH BUSINESS OR LEGAL ADVICE AND THAT LICENSEE
HAS BEEN ADVISED TO SEEK PROFESSIONAL ADVICE WITH
REGARD TO PUBLIC RECORDS MATTERS ADDRESSED BY THIS
LICENSE.
Pursuant to Resolution 17-27 of the City Commission of the City of Treasure Island,
Florida, this License is hereby granted and made effective this 21st day of March, 2017

CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA

Attest:

By:_______________________________
Reid Silverboard, City Manager

_________________________
Tiffany Makras, City Clerk

Approved as to form and content:
_________________________________
Jennifer Cowan, City Attorney

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF CONDITIONS
Licensee herein, hereby accepts the grant of license contained herein, and agrees to
be bound by all terms, conditions and limitations imposed upon the Licensee pursuant
to this Non-Exclusive License Agreement.
“Licensee”
Ryan J. Barca, Sand Runners, LLC

WITNESSED:

By:____________________________

__________________________

Title:___________________________

__________________________

Spencer S. LaBarbera, Sand Runners, LLC

WITNESSED:

By:____________________________

__________________________

Title:___________________________

__________________________

Res 17-27, Sand Runners LLC Non –exclusive License Agreement Exhibit 1workshop 3-7-17
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
March 7, 2017

Item No. I. 3

DATE:

March 1, 2017

TO:

Mayor and Commissioners

FROM:

Reid Silverboard, City Manager

SUBJECT:

Res 17-33, Parking Revision at Sunset Inn on West Gulf Boulevard

Background
Michele Smith and Laura Davidson-Smith, owners of the Sunset Inn located at 7925 West Gulf Blvd,
have requested the City to revise the metered parking spaces located in front of the Sunset Inn so as to
accommodate their guests when they are loading and unloading their vehicles during check-in and checkout.
Discussion
The right-of-way on West Gulf Boulevard between 79th Terrace and 80th Street, adjacent to the subject
property, is very wide (90’) compared to approximately sixty (60’) for the roadway north and south of
this segment. This has allowed the City to place five (5) metered and one (1) handicapped space as
shown in the Attachment A. These spaces have been metered for at least 10 years and are heavily used by
beachgoers during the season as well as on weekends and holidays.
As you know, the Sunset Inn property was purchased and renovated several years ago and the new owners
find that their patrons do not have a convenient loading and unloading space available. Staff looked at the
current layout of the parking (see Attachment B) and determined that the spaces could be rearranged to
accommodate a loading and unloading zone for the motel. Attachment C shows the revised layout. A
non-metered parking space will be placed adjacent to the most southerly parking space. The 3 spaces
adjacent to the curbline next to the motel will be designated for loading and unloading only.
Should someone who is not a motel guest park in one of the loading-unloading spaces, it will be up to the
property owners to call the police to ticket the vehicle. The vehicles will not be towed.
The City will shortly begin to remeter the various parking areas in the city with the new CALE system.
Therefore, there will be not be a significant expense in relocating the parking meters. However, there will
be an expense to remove the existing stripping and restripe the new spaces as well as the loading spaces.
Staff suggests that the owner pay for these costs including the new signage needed. Staff estimates this
expense at $500. In addition, a license agreement will have to be approved for designating a portion of
the right-of-way for loading and unloading for the Sunset Inn.
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends Commission approval of Resolution 17-33, providing for the adoption of a License
Agreement for the use of a portion of a portion of West Gulf Boulevard ROW for designated loading and
unloading spaces for the Sunset Inn.

Res 17-33, Parking Revision at Sunset Inn on W Gulf Boulevard cover memo 3-7-17
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Item No. I. 4.

DATE:

February 28, 2017

TO:

Reid Silverboard, City Manager

FROM:

Paula Cohen, Community Improvement Director

SUBJECT:

Resolution 17-31, Request for a Code Enforcement Lien Reduction for 13
Treasure Lane

Background:
On July 31, 2008 the Treasure Island Code Enforcement Board found the vacant property at 13
Treasure Lane to be in violation of Section 18-37, “Unhealthful Accumulations”, tall grass, weeds,
debris and stagnant water. The Respondent, Doug Forbes was served the administrative notices
identifying these violations by certified mail and regular mail. The Board assessed a $75
Administration Fee and a fine of $100 per day until the property is brought into compliance.
As described in the recorded Code Enforcement Board Order, Paragraph IV, Appeal, any
aggrieved party could file an appeal in circuit court to provide for an appellate review of the record
created by the code enforcement board within 30 days of the execution of the Order. No appeal
was filed.
The property is currently in compliance. The lien payoff amount is $13,400.00. No interest is
accruing with this lien.
Discussion:
Mr. Kaushal Rathi of Altisource is seeking a lien reduction. Mr. Rathi did not identify his
relationship to this property nor the amount of lien reduction he was seeking.
The property owner, Doug Forbes of 13 Treasure Lane was a repeat violator. In this case the lot
remained in violation for more than 100 days after the code enforcement board set the fine. It
should also be noted that after this code enforcement lien was recorded, there were at least 8
instances where the code enforcement officer had to call and remind either the out-of-state
property owner, Doug Forbes or the maintenance person to clean up this lot. In each of the 8
instances, it only took a few days for the violation to be corrected.
Most code violations related to tall grass and overgrowth are resolved by the code enforcement
officer in the field. If staff is unable to gain cooperation from the property owner, only then are
these code cases taken to the code enforcement board.
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There is not a formal City policy pertaining to code enforcement lien reductions. Respecting the
work of the Code Enforcement Board and realizing the condition of the lot the neighbors dealt
with for an extended period of time; the code enforcement lien was appropriate.
Staff Recommendation
While staff prefers that there be no reduction in the code enforcement lien; staff recommends that
the maximum reduction considered by the City Commission not exceed 50%.
Attachments:
o Letter from Kaushal Rathi requesting a reduction of the code enforcement lien
o Code Enforcement Order (CEB 2008-29) recorded in the Pinellas County Clerk of
Court, 10/28/2008
o Minutes of the July 31, 2008 - Code Enforcement Board meeting
o Current property ownership information
o Resolution 17-31

Res 17-31, Request CEB Lien Reduction for 13 Treasure Lane cover memo workshop 3-7-17
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j4lti----ffiHssKssaasHSKBSSSBSggji^
source'
Date: 02/17/16
Subject: Lien Negotiation

Property Address: 13 TREASURE LANE, Treasure Island, FL, 33706

To: District 3 Commissioner Office

Please note that the above property has been foreclosed & we are managing this address for
the bank. We were informed that there is a Lien on the property for $13,400.00 from Case No
CEB 2008-29 and was filed on 10/28/2008

We are requesting for a Lien Negotiation for as reduced amount as possible
Should any questions arise related to this request, please contact.

Altisource'
rOUR ONE tOURCC-

Kaushal Rathi
|
Senior Coordinator, Property Preservation & Inspection
kaushal.rathi@altisource.com

P: 877-839-7117 j ext: 297039| F;(877)381-6977

Altlsource®
P.O. Box 105460

Atlanta. GA 30348-5460
www.altisource.com

Thinking Ahead, Deliverins Today.®
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MUNICIPAL CODE ENFORCEMENT BOARD
HEARING

CASE NO: CEB 2008-29

PETITIONER,

City of Treasure Island, Florida,
a political subdivision of the State of Florida
✓

^

✓

/

\

y

*
f
/

V.

RESPONDENT,
Doug Forbes

\

\

t

I

/

i

FINDINGS OF FACT,CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,AND ORDER
(REPEAT OFFENSE)
I

I

This CASE came for public hearing before the Municipal Code Enforcemei\t'
Board of the City of Treasure Island on July 31, 2008, after due notice to the'
Respondent, and the Board, having heard testimony under oath, received evidence,

considered stipulations, and heard argument, hereby issues its Findings of Fact,
Conciusions of Law, and Order, as follows:
I.

\^ ^

FINDINGS OF FACT
s \
\

The Respondent(s) Doug Forbds^
whose mailing address is 819 Lauren St Columbia/
'
'

\

\

is/are the
.-v

owner(s)/person(s) in charge of the property described'as, Parcel ID
,'n

\ \

> I

243115660240000130. also known as 13 TJea^ure Lane'-Treasure Island. FL 33706.

The property is Vacant Land and i^ tbcated/in the^RU-75 District. The following
condition(s): Unhealthful Accumulbtions\S^.18-37) tail grass, weeds, debris and
maintaining the pool free of ajgd^.^"debris and odor was first observed on or before

6/11/2008. and was fdund ~to> dxisf pf\ the subject property, in violation of City of
'
'

I

I

.

^

\ z'

Treasure Island ,Cpd,e\ of Ordiriahces Sections 18-37. The Respondent received
administrative notice bn 7/15/2Q08. by certified mail, regular mail and posting that said

conditions con'^ifuted-thesb violations.
\\
>

I

/

/
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MUNICIPAL CODE ENFORCEMENT BOARD OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND,FLORIDA
FINDINGS OF FACT,CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,AND ORDER CONTINUED

On 7/31/2008 this Code Enforcement Board found Respondent to be In Violation

of the City of Treasure Island Code of Ordinances, 18-37. as of 6/11/2008 in that the

conditions were not remedied as evidenced by photographs and the City's other
evidence as received by the Board.

II.

V

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:

\

\
1

/

/

1. The Respondent, by reason of the foregoing facts, is adjudicated In Violatlorr

and cited as a Repeat Offender.

/

/

I

I
\

III. ORDER

N

C V

1. The Board found the Respondent Not In Compliance from JuneA1-1/2008 \\ ,','

2. The Board assessed a $75.00 Administration fee and a floe of $'lbo ^[^dSY>..^htil the
property comes into compliance.

,., ^\\ \ \

A true and correct copy of these Findings of ^act, Conclusion^^^ Law, and Order
I

V

1

I

shall be sent to the Respondent by certified majlWithTkum recejj)t requested.
^

1

I

/

/

>

\\
V

\

^

J

/

/
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MUNICIPAL CODE ENFORCEMENT BOARD OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
FINDINGS OF FACT,CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,AND ORDER CONTINUED

iV. Appeal

An aggrieved party, Including the city commission, may appeal a final administrative
order of the code enforcement l>oard to the circuit court. Such an appeal shall not be
a hearing de novo but shall be limited to appellate review of the record created
before the code enforcement board. An appeal shall be filed within 30 days of the
execution of the order to be appealed.

^

^
\

I

/

/

N

>
V

DONE AND ORDERED this 31 day of July, 2008.
/

/

I

I

I »
, V

\ \

^

N

^

\

t 1
''

f f

MUNICIPAL CODE ENFORCEMENT BOARD pp
THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND. FLORIDA

By:.

Richard Harris(Chair) \^^
Code Enforcement3oard ^ \

I HEREBY CERTIFY,that a true and correct copy of the foregoing pibdihgaif Fad,
Conclusions of Law, and Order has been sent, by certified rrvEtilwithtdturh request, to

the Respondents this

day

2008.
'

_

\^\ \'
N

^

payim fdss, Recdi;ding Secretary,
^'\Cod^EnTofCenrient Board

\

y

I

/

t

\

I

I

I

I
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STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF PINELLAS

I, the undersigned, duly appointed City Clerk of the City of Treasure
Island, Florida, HEREBY CERTIFY that the attached is a true and

correct copy of Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order,
Doug Forbes, as shown in the records of the City on file in the office
of the City Clerk.

WITNESS, my hand and the corporate seal of the City of Treasure
Island, Florida, this

day of October, 2008.

/

f

I

I

Dawn Foss

City Clerk
City of Treasure Island, Florida'

»

I

f

f

\\
\

\

I

I

I

/
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From:

Rathi, Kaushal <Kaushal.Rathi@altisource.com>

Sent:

Tuesday, February 07, 2017 2:08 PM

To:

Powell, Del

Cc:

Cohen, Paulette; Evans, Micheie

Subject:

RE; 13 TREASURE LN, TREASURE ISLAND, PL

importance:

High

Thank you for the Information Del, will you be able to send us a copy of the notice, so that we can check with the bank
for the payment

Also can you check and let me know if this can be negotiated?

Aitlsource
VOUt ONtSOUftCC-

Kaushal Rathi
|
Senior Coordinator, Field Services
kaushai.rathi@altisource.com

P: 866-952-6514
|
ext; 2970391 F: 770-933-6618
Aitlsource®
www.altlsource.com

Share Your Feedback

From: Powell, Del [mailto:DPowell@mytreasureisland.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2017 11:35 PM
To: Rathi, Kaushal
Cc: Cohen, Paulette; Evans, Micheie
Subject: 13 TREASURE LN, TREASURE ISLAND, FL
Good afternoon.

The City of Treasure Island has a Code Enforcement Lien against the property at 13 Treasure Ln in the amount of

$13,400.00. This is from Case No CEB 2008-29 and was filed on 10/28/2008. There is no accruing fine or interest and the
payoff amount will remain at $13,400.00.
Del Powell

Code Enforcement Inspector
City of Treasure Island, FL
(727) 547-4575, Ext 232
This email message and any attachments are intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are prohibited from reading, disclosing, reproducing, distributing, disseminating or otherwise using this
transmission. If you have received this message in error, please promptly notify the sender by reply email and

immediately delete this message from your system. This message and any attachments may contain information that Is
confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure. Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended
1
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Cohen, Paulette

CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

CODE ENFORCEMENT BOARD
MINUTES

CEB MEETING DATE-JULY 31, 2008

Call To Order:

Tn^eeting was called to order at 3:11 p.m. by Chairman Richard Harris.
Roll Ci

Richard Harris (Chair)

Present

Jim Lorenz

Present

lohn Watters

Present

miinique Reiter
Michael Daughtry

Absent

Absent

Charge Weinrelch
Alternate Stephen Gingrich

Present
Present

Pledge.

The Pledge of Allegiance was led b^halrman Richard Harris.
Approval of minutes of the May boaroVneeting.

It was moved by Mr. Weinreich and secondecTtw Lorenz to approve the minutes of the May meeting as

printed. Upon voice vote the vote to approve w^unanimous.
Old business.
None

New business.

Swearing in of witnesses.
All witnesses were sworn in by Attorney Maura Kiefer,
Case hearings:

CEB Case # 2008-26, Sidney Brodle, 11120 6**^ St E. Section 18-37: Unhealthful^Ap^^'^^'^^i*^'^^
Declared Nuisance. Overgrown grass and weeds on vacant lot. REPEAT OFFEN^. (CK).
The City's case was presented by Carol Kitts, Code Inspector for the City of Treasure lslan^\The
property was last checked on July 17, 2008, It was first inspected on May 11, 2008. Notices were sent

by regular mail, certified mail, and by posting on the property. The certified notice was returned ^ned.
The violation was initiated via inspection and anonymous complaints. City staff does not feel that tt
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^uld have to remind the owner on a weekly basis to cut the grass. The property came into

con^liance on July 17. 2008. Since this is a repeat violation Ms. Kitts recommends allowing them zero
daye^ bring the property into compliance. Ms. Kitts showed photographs of the property before it
camensjo compliance. A new contractor has presented plans to build on the property, and has been

doing m^ than asked on the property. He is there at least once a week.

It was move\ seconded and unanimously voted to allow the City's records into evidence.
A representativesfor the owner was present to state that he would be keeping the property in good
repair and hoped rej maintain a good working relationship with the city.

Mr. Harris stated that w^s was a repeat violation from a year ago. They were out of compliance for 66

days. Mr. Weinreich st^d that since it is their responsibility to encourage compliance, and since they

are now in compliance ai^making an effort to stay that way he recommends that the fine be deferred
unless they are in non-comf^ance on a future date. Mr. Watters agreed. Mr. Harris stated that they

needed to assess the $75 adrmnistrative fee in the motion. He stated that it is great that the contractor

showed up. He is glad they ar^ compliance and hopes it will continue. He would recommend a little
more to cover the administrative^sts of the city.

Ms. Kiefer stated that they needed tcyedjudicate them in order to assess a fine, and they should consult

City staff for their recommendation. M^Kitts recommended $250 plus the administrative fee of $75.

Mr. Harris stated that he did not want to ^punitive, but they spent a lot of time on the case. He

recommends adjudicating them in violationS^nd assessing the $75 administrative fee, and the $250
fine.

Mr. Weinreich stated that he agrees with that, anii suggested that if it comes back again they should
take this into consideration. Mr. Weinreich made asmotion to adjudicate them in noncompliance as of

the City's deadline of July 17, 2008, and assess the\the $75 administrative fee and the $250 fine.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Lorenz. Upon voice\ote the vote was unanimous.
CEB Case # 2008-28, Playa Uno, LLC. 290-292 107'^^ Ave^Section 18-37: Unhealthful

Accumulations Declared Nuisance. Overgrown grass/we^s on vacant lot. REPEAT OFFENSE.
(OK).

The City's case was presented by Carol Kitts, Code Inspector. Thi^as based on routine inspection
and anonymous complaint. When the owner was called they reporteo^at they were unaware that their

vendor had quit. The property Is now in compliance as of July 23, 200^The City recommends a low

fine for this property. Ms. Kitts presented photographs and asked that all\formation be entered into
evidence. She read a statement from the owner.

It was moved and seconded to accept the City's documents into evidence. Up^voice vote the vote to
accept was approved. Mr. Watters asked for clarification on the date that the lastSnspection was done,
it was moved by Mr. Lorenz and seconded by Mr. Weinreich to go forward with the sase in the absence
of the owner. Upon voice vote the vote to approve the motion was unanimous.

Mr. Harris stated that it appears that they are going to build something there. Mr. Schwahz stated that

they have a site plan approval. Mr. Lorenz asked what they were assessed for a fine the 1^ time.
They were assessed a fine of $2,100 in March. A brief discussion of the past history of this c^se
ensued. Staff recommends a fine of $250 plus the $75 administration fee.

Mr. Weinreich stated that monetary encouragement seems to work. They are in compliance now, but

numerous calls and contact did not work until now. This property is at Treasure Island's front door.^
would like to see something slightly higher. Mr. Schwartz asked the board to take into consideration tm
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that they were going to be paying significant permit fees and has new contractors that are working

on\e property now. Mr. Watters stated that he felt they had a reasonable excuse.
Mr. W^reich made a motion to adjudicate them in violation, assess a fine of $250, administrative fee
of $75, ahd find them in compliance as of today. The motion was seconded by Mr. Watters. Upon
voice vote rtje vote to approve the motion was unanimous.
CEB Case#2008-29, Doug Forbes, 13 Treasure Ln. Section 18-37: Stagnant water and debris in
poo! on vacant lot. REPEAT OFFENSE.(CK).

Ms. Kitts presented the City's case. The property has been out of compliance for 80 days to date. The
property was last inspected on July 21, 2008, and she drove by today, finding it in the same condition.
The notices were sent by regular mail, certified mail, and by posting on the property. The certified mail
was returned unsigned. The violation was initiated by routine inspection and anonymous complaints.
The city staff has been making reminder calls every two weeks and doesn't feel that it is their

responsibility. The first inspection was on June 10, 2008, and the property is still in noncompliance. To
come into compliance debris must be removed, grass and weeds cut, and the pool cleaned. Pinellas
County has sprayed the pool for mosquitoes as an abandoned property. She presented photographs of
the property. She requested that she be allowed to enter the city's documentation into evidence.
Mr. Weinreich stated that everyone has a reason why they didn't do something. We need to make sure
that we don't make paying the fine less than the cost of maintaining the property. Mr. Watters asked
about the gate on the property. Ms. Kitts stated that it meets city requirements.
Mr. Lorenz moved that they accept the documentation and testimony into evidence. It was seconded
by Mr. Weinreich. Upon voice vote the motion was approved unanimously. It was moved by Mr.
Lorenz and seconded by Mr. Watters to go fonward with the case in the absence of the owner. Upon
voice vote the vote to approve was unanimous,

Mr. Harris stated that the fine on this property was around $5,000 in the past. They are still in violation.
He recommends that a daily fine be assessed since they are still not in compliance. Ms. Kitts stated
that they have been out of compliance for 80 days, so it is difficult to recommend a figure. Mr. Schwartz
recommends $10 per day. We are trying to get the properties in compliance. The City is not going out
to take care of these properties anymore. This is going to be a running fine until they take care of this.
If this comes back again maybe it could be assessed higher the next time. Mr. Harris clarified that the
City is no longer maintaining these abandoned properties. He asked if it was health hazard, would the
City go back in. Mr. Schwartz stated that the policy at this time was to not maintain. They can place a

lien on the property after the bank takes the property. Our lien would get wiped out if we placed it
before the bank took over. Ms. Kiefer explained that the banks are telling the cities that a new law was
passed in the past two weeks that there is a process in the foreclosure process that wipes out these
liens. Sometimes bankruptcy is involved. She advised Mr. Schwartz to wait until the bank
consummates the foreclosure and cite them as the recorded title owner. Mr. Weinreich asked for

clarification as to whether the lien follows the property. Ms. Kiefer has not done the research on this
yet. Ms. Kitts stated that this property is not in foreclosure. It is just neglected.

Mr. Lorenz stated that our only leverage is monetary. We have been down this road with this owner. It
is becoming a health issue. The only way we can get these people's attention is monetarily. We have
levied a significant fine in the past. Mr. Schwartz stated that the out of state owner is relying on people
here in Florida to take care of the property. He made a recommendation, and they don't have to follow
it. The code board is independent.

Mr. Harris stated that in the past we had a contractor appear and promise to take care of the property.
Ms. Kitts stated that when she stopped calling him once a week he stopped taking care of the property.

Mr. Harris stated that it is Mr. Forbe's responsibility to take care of the property. He would recommend
that they find him in noncompliance, and fine him $20 to $25 per day. Mr. Watters stated that he felt it
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should be $100. This is a health hazard, Mr. Lorenz stated that this is a significant, serious problem
that is more than just keeping the lawn. This could be a serious health problem, if something were to
happen in a health issue, or a child were to drown, could someone come back to the city and ask what
they did about it. He could see an attorney coming fonA/ard saying the city was negligent. Mr. Harris
stated that the first time around we made them secure it with a fence and a gate. We can't be out there
all the time. $100 a day is $8,000. That is significant. Let's make a motion. How much do we want to
fine him to get his attention?

Mr. Gingrich stated that he is not responding to the City, and hasn't picked up his mail.
Mr. Lorenz made a motion to adjudicate him in violation as a repeat offender, assess the $75
administrative fee, and a fine of $100 per day from the time the violation started until he comes Into
compliance. The motion was seconded by Mr. Watters. Upon voice vote the motion was unanimously
approved.
Case#2008-12, Franklin & Natalie Williamson, 11 Treasure Ln. Section 18-37: Unhealthful

Acc\»Tiulations Declared Nuisance. SFR, overgrown weeds/grass, stagnant water In pool.

REP^ OFFENSE.(OK).

Ms. Kitts presented the City's case. This property is in foreclosure. The certified card was signed and

returned by \a^1s Fargo. The case is based on routine inspection and numerous anonymous

complaints. Th^roperty was first inspected on June 11, 2008 and is still in non-compliance as of
today. The noticeNaf hearing was sent by regular mail, certified mail, and by posting the property.
There has been no claoperation by the respondent. The last inspection was today. To come Into

compliance it is necess^ to clear debris, cut grass and weeds, and clean the pool. She Is not making
a recommendation base^n the property being in foreclosure. She would like to present the
documentation and photographs into evidence. The county has sprayed for mosquitoes as a health
hazard.

Ms. Kiefer wants to ensure that th^name both the individual and the bank as respondents. They can
assess a fine and record a lien.

It was moved by Mr. Weinreich and secorWd by Mr. Watters to accept the documentation and

testimony into evidence. The motion passe^nanimously upon voice vote. It was moved by Mr.
Lorenz and seconded by Mr. Weinreich to mo^forward with the case in the absence of the owner.
The motion passed unanimously upon voice vot^
Mr. Harris stated that this is an example of a property^taat the city would have taken care of in the past.

Mr. Schwartz stated that if we continued we would be ta)^g care of several properties a month without
collecting any money. Mr. Harris recommended that they^ assessed $100 per day fine plus the $75
administrative fee.

Mr. Lorenz made a motion to adjudicate them in violation, assess\ie $75 administrative fee, and $100
per day from the date of the violation until they come into compliance The motion was seconded by
Mr. Weinreich. Upon voice vote the motion carried unanimously.

CEB Case#2008-16, Ronald K. Schroeder, 650 115'^ Ave. Section IS-sXunhealthful

Accumulations Declared Nuisance, and. Section 68-495; Minimum Prop^y Maintenance
Standards. SFR, overgrown grass and weeds, trash. (CK).

Ms. Kitts presented the City's case. The property is a vacant house that is going int^reclosure. The

property was first inspected on May 1, 2008. The notice for noncompiiance was sent ^Juiy 2, 2008.
It was sent by regular mail, certified mail, and the property was posted. All certified mail n^s been

returned unsigned and unaccepted. The violation was initiated by routine inspection and ai^ymous
complaints. There has been no respondent cooperation and contact. The last inspection wae^day
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CIRCUIT/COUNTY COURT

PfNEUAS COUNTY. FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION
UCN: S22009CA000354XXCICI

REF; 207315819

Doe Stamp* As*e*sod $2,174.20
CAPITAL ONE NA
Platntifl
PAID
VS.

FORBES. DOUGLAS R. ANY UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF SAID
DEFENDANTS ETC

Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF TITLE

The undoratgned Oedc of the Circuit Court certifie* that he executed and filed a Cp^cate o(:SaIe in this action on
Octotier 31. 2016,for the property descrfeed heroin and that no objections to the talp hove booh.filed within the

time allowed for filing obj^ions.
The following property In Pinellas County. Florida:

LOT(S) 13,FIRST addition PARADISE ISlAND.ACCORDING TO PLAT
THEREOF AS RECORDED IN PLAT BOpR'27. PAOE(S) 22 AND 23, OF

THE PUBLIC RECORDS OFPD^jSS CKXR^,FLORIDA.
Properly Address: 13 Treasura Lanie. Treasure Island. FL 33706

was sofe to: CAPITAL ONE NA
whOM oddrpfi ti

CM MCGUiREVtfOODS LLP 6t)N laurd^t Suite 3300
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Oflhis court on Nownmhnr IS 2016

KF.N Burke, CPA
Cllrk or- Tilt Circuit Court
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Portabilitv Calculator

Email Print

Ownership/Mailing Address Change Mailing Address

Radius Search

Site Address

CAPITAL ONE N A
C/0 MC GUIREWOODS LLP

TREASURELN

SON LAURA ST STE3300

TREASURE ISLAND

JACKSONVILLE FL 32202-3661

Property Use: 0090(Vacant Residential Land w/XFSB)

Living Units:
[click here to hide] Legal Description
PARADISE ISLAND 1ST ADD LOT 13

Mortgage letter

1
1
1

Exemption
Homestead:
Government:

|
[

1

Institutional:

|

1

Historic:

@ File for Homestead Exemntion

2017 Parcel Use

2016

2017

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

1
1

[Homestead Use Percentage: 0.00%
[Non-Homestead Use Percentage: 100.00%
[Classified Agricultural: No

Parcel Information Latest Notice of Pronosed Pronertv Taxes(TRIM Noticel
Evacuation Zone

Most Recent Recording

Sales Cnmnarison

Plat Book/Page

Census Tract
(NOT tlir same as a FEMA Flond Z«net

19413/1280 ■

$428,200

121030279031

27/22

A

2016 interim Value Infnrmntinn

Ju-st/Market Value

Year

Assessed Value/SOH Can

$357,987

2016

Countv Taxable Value

School Taxable Value

$309,042

$309,042

Municipal Taxable Value
$309,042

$357,987

[click here to hide] Value History as Certified (yellow indicates correction on file)
Just/Market Value

Assessed Value/ SOH Cap

County Taxable Value

Schnol Taxable Value

MiiniciDal Taxable Value

Year

Homestead Exemption

2016

No

$357,987

$309,042

$309,042

$357,987

$309,042

2015

No

$308,297

5280,947

$280,947

$308,297

$280,947

2014

No

$294,385

5255,406

$255,406

$294,385

5255,406

2013

No

$232,187

5232,187

$232,187

5232.187

$232,187

2012

No

5230,199

$230,199

$230,199

$230,199

$230,199

2011

No

$261,335

5216.257

$216,257

5261,335

5216,257

2010

No

$196,597

5)96.597

$196,597

5196,597

5)96,597

2009

No

$306,452

$306,452

$306,452

$306,452

$306,452

2008

No

$345,700

$345,700

$345,700

$345,700

$345,700

2007

No

$479,300

$479,300

$479,300

N/A

$479,300

2006

No

$524,000

$524,000

$524,000

N/A

$524,000

2005

No

$436,900

$436,900

$436,900

N/A

$436,900

2004

No

5319,300

$319,300

$319,300

N/A

$319,300

2003

Yes

5301,700

$176,000

$151,000

N/A

5151,000

2002

Yes

$262,700

$171,900

5146,900

N/A

$146,900

2001

Yes

$219,400

$169,200

$144,200

N/A

5144,200

2000

Yes

$179,100

$164,300

$139,300

N/A

$139,300

1999

Yes

5167,100

5160.000

$135,000

N/A

$135,000

1998

Yes

$160,800

5156,300

$131,300

N/A

$131,300

1997

Yes

5153,700

5153,700

$128,700

N/A

$128,700

1996

Yes

$152,200

$152,200

$127,200

N/A

$127,200

Ranked Sales (Wh.nreRinWSnie.?! See all transactions

2016 Tax Information

Sale Date

Book/Page

o/u

V/I

I5N0V 2016

194)3 / 1280 ■

$310,600

u

V

20 Feb 2006

14944/0581 ■

5700,000

Q

V

21 Jun 2004

13653/0962 ■

5470.000

Q

I

31 Aug 1989

07077/1917 ■

5129,900

u

1

A significant change In taxable value may occurwhen sold due to changes In the market

05337/1760 ■

$112,000

0

or fhn removal of exemollons. Click here for more Information.

03479/0548 ©

$27,000

Q

Click Here for 2016 Tax Bill

2016 Final Millage Rate
2016 Est Taxes w/o Cap or Exemptions

TaxDistrict: TI

18.1531
$6,498.57

Price

2016 Land Information

Seawall: Yes

Frontage: Bay

View;
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Land Size

71x158

Unit Value

Units

5400.00

71.0200

Total Adiustments

Adjusted Value

Method

S410.354

1.0700

FF

(click here to hide] 2017 Extra Features
Description

Value/Unit

DOCK

Units
$45.00

Total Value as New

Depreciated Value

Year

S9.000.00

$3,600.00

1980

200.00

[click here to hide| Permit Data

Permit infonnation is receiveij from the County and Cities. This data may be Incomplete and may exclude
permits that do not result in field reviews (for example for water heater replacement permits). We are
required to list ail improvements, which may include unpermitted construction. Any questions regarding
permits, or the status of non-permitted improvements, should be directed to the permitting office In which
the structure is located.

Permit Number

|

Description

{

Issue Date

200801453
200600370

1
1

PARTIAL DEMO
DEMOLITION
SPECIAL USE
SHUITERS

|
|
1
1

21Nov 2009
10Mar2006
14 Dec 2004
04 Dec 1998

200401547

9801350

[nteraciive Man of ihls parcel

1

Mao Lei-end

Back 10 Query Results

New Search

Estimated Value

$2,450
$5,000

$50,800
$4,745

Tax Collector Home Page
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RESOLUTION NO. 17-31
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
TREASURE
ISLAND,
FLORIDA,
APPROVING
A
CODE
ENFORCEMENT LIEN REDUCTION FOR 13 TREASURE LANE; AND
PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, on July 31, 2008 the Municipal Code Enforcement Board, Case CEB 200829 found Respondent, Doug Forbes of 13 Treasure Lane in violation of Section 18-37 of the City
of Treasure Island Code of Ordinances; and
WHEREAS, the Municipal Code Enforcement Board, imposed an administrative fine of
$75 and a fine of $100 to run daily to continue to accrue until the property at 13 Treasure Lane
came into compliance; and
WHEREAS, the Municipal Code Enforcement Board Order for Case CEB 2008-29 was
recorded in the Pinellas County Clerk of Court’s Official Records on October 28, 2008; and
WHEREAS, the property at 13 Treasure Lane remained in violation through December
12, 2008, resulting in a code enforcement lien totaling $13,400.00; and
WHEREAS, the Notice of Lis Pendens was recorded on January 5, 2009, by the
mortgage company with the intent to foreclose on 13 Treasure Lane; and
WHEREAS, on October 31, 2016; Capital One, N. A. obtained the property by Certificate
of Title to 13 Treasure Lane; and
WHEREAS, Kaushal Rathi of Altisource is requesting a code enforcement lien reduction
for the property at 13 Treasure Lane.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND DOES
RESOLVE THAT:
SECTION 1. The City Commission of Treasure Island does hereby approve a code
enforcement lien reduction in Case CEB 2008-29 for 13 Treasure Lane, owned by:
Capital One, N.A.
c/o McGuirewoods, LLP
50 N Laura Street
Suite 3300
Jacksonville, FL 32202-3661
SECTION 2. This reduction in the code enforcement lien shall only be in effect, if the
remaining $XX,XXX.00 of the lien is paid to the City of Treasure Island within 10 working
days of the passage of this Resolution in the form of a money order, cashier’s check,
check from a title company or a check from an attorney. Personal checks and/or credit
cards will not be accepted.
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SECTION 3. This Resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.
The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of the
City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the ____ day of March 2017 by Commissioner
__________ who moved its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner _____________and
upon roll call, the vote was:
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING: None
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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